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WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight Fair, Frost; Sunday
Fair and Warmer
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OF REVOLUTION
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.

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, APRIL 15,. 191 1

Decisive Engagements in
Mexican Revolution at Hand
BIGGEST BATTLE

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Road It
In The. Optlo, It'a So

.

people are grateful for the assurances
of President Taft that their precarious
position is appreciated and that official' steps have been taken to forestall future danger. The Douglas
chamber of commerce met today to
formulate a message of thanks to the
president. Captain Gaujot today purchased blankets, cooking utensils and
rations for 47 Mexican soldiers and
three officers held prisoners at hiB
FIGHTING OPENED FIFTEEN KILheadquarters.
OMETERS FROM BORDER TOWN
THIS MORNING
British Marines Landed

JUAREZ OUTPOSTS
ENGAGE REBEL
ADVANCE

TWO SECTIONS

MORE OFFICERS TO GO
Washington, April 15. True to it
promise of permitting as many as
possible of the militia officers to play
at the game of war now in progress
at San Antonio, Tex., and San Diego,
the war department has designated
the number of officers from each state
who will compose the second detail
of militiamen with the regulars for in'
structlon purposes.
These national
guard 'officers will go to the two LOFT BUILDING IN ST. LOUIS
souhtern camps on April 25 for a stay '
BURNS FOLLOWING AN
of two weeks, believing the first guard
EXPLOSION
sett southward early in the month
In all 261 militia officers will go to
POLICE PREVENTED HORROR
San Antonio and 35 to San Diego.

CITY EDITION

PROF. H. M. SOPER DEAD
Professor H. M. Soper, who form
In Las Vegas, died
eriy resided
Wednesday of this week at his home
In Los Angeles. Professor Soper was
for many years head of the Soper
School of Oratory of Chicago. He was
known as one of the foremost teach
era of oratory and elocution in the
United States. For two terms he oc
cupied the position of president of the
National Association of elocution. ' A NEW IMMIGRATION BILL, SWEEPfew years ago Prof. Soper
came
ING IN ITS PROVISIONS,
here from Chicago and resided in the
IN HOUSE
rooms above the Davis store on the
(Plaza. Three years ago he removed
to Los Angeles. His son, Duane Soper, INCLUDES THE JAPANESE
was a stenographer for George A,
BRAVE OFFICERS. WITH AID OF Fleming until a year ago. Professor
MAKES NECESSARY CERTIFICATE
o H. B
Soper was a brother-in-laFIREMEN, GUIDE WOMEN TO
OF" RESIDENCE TO ESCAPE
Schoonmaker of this citv.
SAFETY
DEPORTATION

200 GIRLS

FOREIGN

NEAR

EXCLUSION OF ALL

DEATH IN SWEAT

MONGOLIANS IS

SHOP FIRE

PROPOSED

MINER SHOT
Kan.,
Pittsburg,
April 15. In
FEDERALS
MASSING
BEFORE
and for
fight between Americans
AGUA PRIETA FOR A FRESH
eigners at West Mineral, a mining
ASSAULT
miles southwest of
camp twenty-on-e
FUGITIVE SURRENDERS HIMSELF
15
BUT ONE LIFE SACRIFICED
News cabled
April
here late yesterday James Raffle,
Lander, Wyo., April 15. William REFERRED TO A COMMITTEE
a force of maREBELS GET REINFORCEMENTS from Washington that
who shot John Ortiz at Los:
OPENING ATTACK ON THE CITY Sicilian, was shot and killed by Jerry
Howard,
rines with, a .Maxim gun from the
Hagar, a boss in the mine of the LOSS
ESTIMATED
AT $150,000 Cabin, last Sunday, and who had been
REPRESENTATIVE HAYNES, THE
British warship shearwater was land
Mayer Coal company. The fight start
hiding out in the mountains since,
WHICH IS PARTIALLY COVER-ECOMMANDS
OF GARCIA
HAVE ed last Tuesday at San Quentln, Low- UNLESS FEDERAL CAVALRY AND ed for a trivial quarrel. Raffie an!
FATHER OF MEASURE, AN
gave himself up to the authorities of
BY INSURANCE
er California, to protect that town INFANTRY CHECK INSURGENTS, three of his countrymen, It Is said, at
ARRIVED, AUGMENTING FORCE
ASIATIC HATER
Lander today.
He was almost dead
tacked Hagar with shovels and picks
against an attack of Mexican insur-rectoTO 1,000 MEN
THEY WILL ASSAULT
from starvation and exposure, but sold
t
St. Louis, Mo., April 15. Fire late what he
came as a complete surprise
craved most was a cigarette.
Washington, April 15. An immigra
to the British foreign office. Nothyesterday, due to an explosion, the He claims he shot Ortiz In self de- tion bill,
affecting all Mongolian peoTHE UNITED STATES IS ACTIVE ing whatever has been heard regard- ROBAGO HURRYING TO RESCUE SPEEDING CHAUFFEUR KILLED
cause of which has not been explained
fense. Ortiz will probably recover.
ple, was introduced in the house toKansas City, April 15. Ned Crane, endangered the lives of 200
persons,
ing the Incident at the foreign office
day by Representative
Haynes of
driving a Buick racing car In a prac
iwomen and girls at the buildCalifornia. The bill provides that all
DEMANDS FULL PROTECTION OF and the admiralty also disclaims any MEXICAN COLONEL HOPES TO RE- tice test at Elm Ridge track here late mostly
.RUSIE A TICKET TAKER
ing at 617, 819 and 821 Washington
laws now in force prohibiting or
knowledge of the landing of a British
AMERICAN LIVES AND PROGARRI- LIEVE BELEAGUERED
afternoon, preparatory to avenue, lofts used principally by
yesterday
Wash-- April 15. Amos Ru- Seattle,
force.
regulating the coming of Chinese or
an attempt to be made tomorrow to manufacturers of men's and women's
PERTY ALONG BORDER
SON IN TIME
sie, one of the most famous baseball persons of Chinese descent into the
establish new records, was instantly wear.
pitchers in the United States, has United States be made to apply also
Defeat Denied
. Federal
killed when hla machine threw two
All
one
Rob
been
Agua Prleta, Sonora, April 15.
escaped
except
15.
youth,
El.
15.
engaged as ticket taker at the to Japanese, Koreans, Tartars,
MaTex.,
April
Paso,
Fighting
Reports
Cananea, Sonora, April
tires and turned over. An employe ert Mayer, 19 years old, who was Seattle baseball park in the NorthAbout a thousand Mexican troops en- of a severe federal defeat at the
fifteen
kilometers
East
from
Lascars,
Juarez
Indians,
lays, Afghans,
opened
of the Bulck facory, riding with Crane found dead from burns in an inclosed western league.
camped early today south of the can- hands of Juan Cabral and his rebel this
Hindus and all persons of the Mona detachment of one was dangerously Injured.
morning,
buildon
fifth
the
floor
of
the
stairway
yon west of Agua Prleta in the first band near Babanuchl are denied here.
golian or Asiatic races or extraction.
ing at 819 Washington avenue.
mountain range along the railroad to No wounded have been brought in and hundred Mexican cavalry encountering
It further provides that all persons
A fireman, Captain Thomas Gor
two hundred Insurrectos near Bauche.
Cananea. They have moved up In Cabral Is
affected by the proposed law now in
reported to be nearing Agua
was FRANCE AGAIN
of the salvage
man,
corps,
various detachments from the Can- Prleta.
The news came by courier and Colo DEMOCRATS OF
the United States, other than teachknocked from a ladder by a falling
.
anea and Aripe localities. From all
ers, merchants, bakers, professional
nel Tamborel dispatched a hundred
brick
and his skull "was" fractured. He
men or persons touring the country
appearances one of the biggest battle
SCENE
Infantry to reinforce the cavalry. It
OF
RIOTS
die.
will
probably
of the revolution is Imminent. The
for pleasure, must within a year after
ROW
IN
HOUSE
Is believed the insurrectos are an ad
AMERICAN CAVALRY
That more did not lose their lives
the passage of the act, app'y, to the
rebels at Agua Prieta, augmented
is marveled at by the fire chief and
vance scouting party of the Madera
(
secretary of commerce and labor for
overnight by reinforcements of tha
his
assistants, who, arriving upon the DISORDER BREAKS OUT AFRESH a certificate ot residence. All who
RUSHEDTO BORDER army, now advancing on Juarez.
Garcia commands, also approximate
REPUBLICAN TRIUMPH NARROW- scene five minutes after a
AND MOBS 8ACK TWO
general
have not a certificate ot residence at
a thousand well armed men.
With Colonel Rotoago at the head
LY AVERTED WHEN UNTERRI-FIE'arm was sounded, found the build
WINERIES
the end of that time shall he arrested
Further reinforcements from the
or a federal cavalry force estimated
ings belching flames and smoke from
DIFFER
and deported. The hill mw referred
ADDITIONAL TROOPS DIS
FOUR
-- ".
,
....
"
.
u
H.
every witiVvr.
south are expected today. The rebel
Jf'.k MfTf
hundred to fifteen
from
five
15. Violent to .the commmeo on foreign affair
anywhere
April
Eperuay,',France,
PATCHED TO DOUGLAS,
A patrolman, the first person out
commanders had scouts out all night
Washington, April 15 The demo
hundred, reported advancing from
rioting again occurred last night in
ARIZONA
side
and today watching for the apof the building to be apprised of the disturbed Champagne district. At
STRAIGHTENING UP BOOKS
trouserious
met
its
first
cratic
party
Chihuahua, and the Insurrectos under
climbed a fire escape and by
the
fire,
proach of the enemy. They have
Santa
Fe, N. M., April 15. A telein
of
ble
representatives
the house
Trepan a mob of wine growers sack
acted on orders from the United
Washington, April IB. "Following a Madero advancing on Juarez, the gar- late yesterday. At the close of a ses- bellowing threats and entreaties o ed the house of two wine merchants gram received here from Tucumcarl,
men and women
the penaip-strickeStates and they shall refrain in fu- conference at the White House today rison of that border town is making sion marked
and
the furniture, with states that County Treasurer C. H,
by insurgency in the who scrambled out
upon the window which destroyed
ture engagements from firing into between the president and Secretary every preparation fgor its defense.
democratic ranks by reason of which
erected
barricades in the Chenault of Quay county is at Tucum
they
Douglas. They declared today their of War Dickinson and General Leon
Civilian Juarez today is awaiting the republicans narrowly missed scor- ledges, turned them back to the safety streets. The troops were greeted cari and that affairs of his are
intention of carrying the pending bat ard Wood, chief of staff, the latter the outcome of the race between the ing a triumph, the house passed the exits.
with a shower of broken bottles, but put into shape, despite the disquieting
Nearly a hundred women and girls
rumors that have been received here
tle to the. federal troops the moment announced that four more troops of marching forces. If the insurrectos Rucker bill for publicity of campaign
In
ter charged with drawn sabres and dis of an alleged $12,000 shortage in hli
the latter appear on the open plain cavalry would be ordered to Doug- arrive first, and attack, it is the gen contributions before elections. The on the seventh floor, shrieked
the
rioters.
in the belief that they were hope- persed
accounts.
,
las, Ariz., from the nearest patrol sta eral opinion, they will take Juarez. On fight arose over the extent to which ror
surrounding Agua Prieta.
trapped. One of their number
lessly
States
troops
United
Two long columns ot troops were tion, to assist the
the other hand, should Colonel Rob- publicity should be applied. But for
CALIFORNIA
BEATS
STANFORD
discovered an exit to a roof adjoining
discovered, at 10 o'clock, this morning already there.
ago arrive ahead of the rebels, it is the vigorous and continued use of the on the east, a few feet below the level
Alameda, Calif., April 15. In the
reproved
coming from the west. Thiy
predicted the Insurrectos will be un democratic whip, an important
boat races between the crews WELL KNOWN WRITER
annual
'
were
im
(where
floor
of the
they,
DATES FOR INSTITUTES
to be the rebel command of Juan
successful or will abandon the attempt publican amendment extending publicCalifornia and
prisoned. All leaped nimbly to this of the University of
Santa Fe, N. M., April 15. Chief without fighting. If both forces ar ity to the Individual receipts and ex roof
Cabral. The men were mounted and
Oakland eson
Stanford
the
Leland
descend
minutes
later
a
FORMER NEW MEXICAN
and few
galloping their horses most of the Clerk R. F. Asplund of the department rive simultaneously it Is expected one penses of candidates for congress ed the fire escape, some by themselves tuary today, Stanford won the fresh
time. The reinforcements were hail- of education announces the following of the hottest battles of the present would have been retained in the bill, and the more excited and timid ones man race over the three-mil- e
course
this summer: revolution will take place.
when it finally passed.
was 16 EUGENE MANLOVE RHODES ONCE.
ed with rejoicing by the rebels al- dates for institutes
Its
time
one
length.
by
assisted
firemen.
by
Bernalillo, June 5 to July 1. Albuquer
El Paso will be in more danger
ready In the city.
OWNED HORSE RANCH NEAR
The report that a girl had leaped minutes.
Carlswas
three-mil- e
que; Eddy, August 14 to 26, at
Prieta
when
race between the
Agua
than Douglas
The
street
to
the
second
floor
the
from
LAS CRUCES
bad; Guadalupe, July 17 to August attacked. General Navarro is In com- TO PUNISH SLAYERS
erron varsity crews also was won by Stan
was
and
Must .Keep Away From Border
proved
injured,
fatally
12 at Santa Rosa; Grant (combined
ford by one length. Time: 14 minutes,
mand. Juarez professes to have no
' .
eous.
Washington, April 15. The White with Normal School Summer session)
Considerable speculation has been
of
the
whereabouts
of
the
seconds.
Information
The. loss to the building and stock
LITCHFIELD
GEO.
House announced today that, assur- Lincoln, June 19 to August 1, at
in 'by newspapers in Albu- OF
indulged
but the soldiers are digging
and machinery of the half dozen firms
ances had been received from the Carrlzozo; Mora, June 5 to July 29, rebels
and
other cities in Neiw Mexquesque
and keeping a sharp lookout
at Agua at
occupying it will not exceed $100.(com- trenches
the source from which
San
leader of the insurrectos
Miguel
ico
concerning
Mound;
Wagon
parties.
AMERICAN CAP 000. The owner of the building esti GIRL HURLED FROM
scouting
OF
through
MURDERERS
of
Justice
sum
Rhodes derived the
Manlove
the
department
Prieta by
bined with Normal University
Eugene
mated that of this loss, $65,000 Is
ITALIST AT TUXPAN, MEXICO,
"local color" he injected into a story
that the incidents of Thursday, whlih mer school) Santa Fe, June 5 to July
covered by insurance-resulted in the killing of several 1 at Santa Fe; and Torrance July 17 DENVER DEADLOCK UNBROKEN
ARE UNDER ARREST
KILLED written by him which appeared in last
AUTO
of "The
Saturday
issue
week's
Americans and the wounding of many to August 12 at Mountainalr.
Denver, April 15. T. J. O'Donnell
BANKRUPT STOCK SOLD
Post." District Attorney C.
The
Evening
votes
15
others will not be repeated Accord
alleged
received the bunched
April
Washington,
This morning W. B- - Stapp sold the MISS GRACE MEALY VICTIM OF W. G. Ward can put the speculation
ing to the announcement. Attorney RESIGNATION CAUSES SURPRISE in today's ballot for United States murderers of George W. Critchneia, stock of the
Jacoby store on the Mora
communicated
at rest by giving the real "dope" on
General Wlckersham
FATAL ACCIDENT IN LOS
April 15. The resignation senator. The republicans voted for the American, who was recenxiy road on a judgment to satisfy claims
Berlin,
attorMrRhodes.
district
States
with the United
killed at his ranch near Tuxpan, Mex., of the Charles Ilfeld company.
ANGELES
of Dr. David Jayne Hill, as unuu Vaile. There was no election.
directed
Mr.
Ward says he knehv Rhodes fif
and
vigthe
Arizona,
are
and
at
to
arrest
being
Douglas,
are under
Germany,
ney
States ambassador
teen
commander
rebel
Mexican
years ago, when he was residing
him to Inform the
news of which became public yester
orously prosecuted by the
Los Angeles, April 15. Miss Grace in Las Cruces. At that time Mr.
away
must
he
consul
in
keep
both
American
future
In
declares
the
that
officials,
day, caused much surprise
MINE
Mealy, aged 20, a daughter of an Im- Rhodes, with a partner, was running
HITCHCOCK
border Mr. American and German circles. Let- AN AMERICAN
Miller at Tampico, in a telegram to SENATOR
from the American
perial Valley rancher, was killed Jast a horse ranch in the mountains, 40
the state department. Mr. Miller has
Wlckersham Informed the latter his ters received recently from Dr. Hill,
night by being hurled to the street
Mr. Ward
MANAGERMURDERED completed his Investigation. The body
instructions must be carried out and who is in the United States said he
STREET from a rapidly moving automobile. miles from Las Cruces.
STRICKENON
New Mexico
in
sent
Rhodes
wsa
up
grew
be
will
he
says
American
of the murdered
the insurrecto leader replied
would sail for Europe early in May,
With Miss Mealy in the machine were and remained in the southern part
said. Mr,
onlv too anxious to obey.
did not mention that it was NEAR JALISCO TWO MEXICANS to the United States, It is
but
E. M. Heman, a New Mexico mining
they
was- about 27
Miller also reported that the men ac AN ATTACK OF VERTIGO OVER man, and another couple. The automo of the territory until he
The battle of Agua Prleta and Us his purpose to resign. 1
the
with
exception of a
KILLED THOS. D. MURPHY IN
years of age,
cused of the murder of William Fow
CAME NEBRASKA STATESMAN
resultant loss of American lives and
bile struck the car tracks on Seventh few
Stanford
Leland
in
some
Bpent
killed
was
years
riveted the
DRUNKEN FRENZY
ler, an American, who
IN WASHINGTON
street with such force, that Miss
damage to property, has
HOLD-UKILLS DOCTOR
NFGRO
of
Tampico,
university.
the
vicinity
in
govern
time ago
attention of the American
Mealy was catapulted to the paveRhodes' horse ranch proved an un
Colorado Springs, Colo., April 15.- heen arrested and are being
15.
ment to the situation along the en
Mex., April
ment.
Guadalajara,
April
was
through
Washington,
investment and he went to
W.
Reasoner
shot,
Dr.
profitable
IndemD. Murphy, general manager prosecuted.
tire border. The question of
last
Hitchcock
here
Thomas
M.
killed
Gilbert
and
Mr. Ward say9 Rhodes has
Senator
States
York.
instantly
New
at the heart
n. Ttavie. a negro, who of the El Favor Mining company, op
nity for loss of life and property
n
w
stories about New Mex
with
was
stricken
been
EXAMS
writing
SERVICE
CIVIL
Nebraska,
of
Doulras is a matter for the ruture
the
physician
hold
to
up
Several examinations for positions ico for magazines for several years
eratine in the Hostopiquillo district ACTRESS BRIDE OF
to attempted
vertigo today. He fell unconscious on
The pressing need at this time is
was killed he shot of
doctor
the
Before
and
Carlos
killed
was
in
the government service will be and has written one or two volumes
by
Jalisco,
the sidewalk as he was entering the
see that no American settlement is the negro three times.
F,
at
held
here during the next two months. of poetry. His residence in the terri
brothers,
Macario
Cervantes,
federal
office He was hurried to a'
pension
exposed to danger from either
PRINCE
EGYPTIAN
news
to
The subjects in which the examina tory gave him, a knowledge or it tnai
just
Favor camp, according
or rebel bullets. The state oepanof local
hospital where it is reported he is tions will be
shct
KILLED
Cervantes
Carlos
AVIATOR
here.
given, the dates and sal- enables him to mix in plenty narrabrought
His condition is not
easy.
resting
ment today requested the Mexican
his
with
and
Lieu
15.
people
aries paid are as follows: May 10, places
him in the heart and In the head,
to
Chevreux, France, April
serious.
AMERICAN GIR:
government to extend protection
, .
Rvaasrm of the navy, while and as he fell, the brother struck him OLA HUMPHREY,
laboratory apprentice, department of tives.
company,
thA Canal Development
OF
RULER
TO
MARRIED
commerce and labor, $400 to $500 a
an aeroplane flight here yes- on the head with a machete,
N
American concern whose property t making
EMPIRE
machine and susmade their escape,
JAP BALL TEAM COMING
his
with
fell
year; May 24, assistant chemical en ROOSEVELT TOUR NEARS END lt
The
Mexicans
terday
Lower California,
MTlcall.
RooBe-veMa- gineer in forest products, $1,200 to
died
of
the
he
a
which
overtaken
was
from
Chicago, April 15. Colonel
Simpkins
posse
by
Macario
Manager
but
tained injuries
threatened with destruction by insur
last
on
the
in
start
dental
the
with
contract
June
a
7,
will this evening
$1,500 per year;
in a narrow canyon and shot to death
,
London, April 15. Miss Ola Hum roons has signed
ants. The imperial valley of Calife later.
which
in
western
tour,
team
the
for
ot
baseball
'a
of
hla
terne
and
hospital
government
long
Japanese
manager
at
leg
American
actress,
Carlos is still
large.
on
phrey, the
He
l'
nia depends for its water supply
Prince Ibrahim Hassanl. a cousin of and the aggregation rwilj be here to sane, $600 a year and maintenance; began nearly two months ago.
The. Cervantes brothers were drun
NEGOTIATED
expected
LOAN
confidently
is
at
$50,000,000
this nlnnt. It
161 The medical lnterner government hospital
Wisconsin
legislature
addressed
Amusement
the
at
ir.
May
married
was
park
play
the Khedive of Egypt,
and terrorizing the camp, shooting
150,000,000
mMit. will order
15. The
:
April
after0.1JL
Pekln,
this
'
mainten
XlltJ
late
bunch
And
of for insane, $50 a month and
bv
Madison today,
the streets and Into "'the ' houses at the registry office In London today, Jans are said to be a fast
loan to China by a group of American
an adequate' guard to the seen.
and the fans will r witness ance; June 7 and 8, superintendent noon came to this city, where he will
as
described
the
is
to
leave
players
The
them
ordered
bridegroom
which
Murphy
v
financiers, the negotiations for
baseball light house service, $1,6Q0 to $2,400 recta few hours-,-' before resuming hfs
The brothers answered by bachelor,' aged 32, and, .prince,, of ,jth some classy international
"
have been going on for some time, camp.
Doualas Citizens Grateful
contest
.
when the
begins.
r mtur i,.u)
per year.
journey east.
Ottoman empire.
killing him.
15. Dougla was signed here today.
TVuitrlAs. Ariz.. April
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Our Mag eificeet

S

Shown in Las Vtgas
Forcefully Demonstrated the Fact That We Have the Most Complete Stocks of New and Desirable Merchandise Ever

This Is not alone our opinion but the unanimous sentiment of everybody iwho has been through the store and viewed our splendid stocks during Opening Week.
secure iot our customers the
great deal of offort and expense that we have achieved this signal distinction. We left no stone unturned In our endeavor to
Never ha Las Vegas beheld Its like either In variety or beauty. It has not been without
very best the markets of the world offer.
oxnremlons
of oounUws mills and factories. And It Is this splendid aggregation of merchandise that has brought forth so many emnusiasiw
By carefully picking and diacrimTnatln we finally amassed a stock that represents the cream of the products
YOU MUT SEE IT if YOU WANT THE MOST VALUE FOR EVERY DOLLAR YOU SPEND y
You must see this exhibition If you want definite Information regarding the authentic styles of the smuon.
from visitors.
statement.
above
of
the
with
below:
truth
the
will Impress you
The offerings enumerated
You owe It to yourself to read every one carefully youH profit greatlyby It
1

of Dainty Styles
at Surprising Low Prices

With Low Price
matter

how much you Intend

We carry all the newest and best mode's in the Royal
Worcester, Bon Ton, Adjusto, Nemo and Thomson's
Glove Fitting corsets. These makes are conceded to be
the best on the market and with the different models in

Our display this year of children's headwear Is
ever
by far the largest and beat we nave
shown. We devote Just as much careful atten-utio- n
to the selection of this stock as to pur
Women's Millinery. Nowhere else will you find
such a beautiful assortment of cute
little.
Caps and charming hats for the young girls.

to Invest in a new Spring suit r

coat you are sure of getting the most for your money if you select
here.

Is Easily Found in Our Great Stock

An Uii.su rpavned Showing

i

No

The Correct Corset for YOUR Figure

Children's and Infants
Fine Headwear -

Women's Dresses, Coals, Suits, Waists,
Etc., Distinctive Style Combined'

it

Every garment in our stock has a distinctive style of Its own that
All the new weaves and
will appeal instanaly to smart dressers.

.each make we are enabled to fit each and every figure
with a corset designed especially for it. Let us convince
you.

shades are represented in great variety.

Bon Ton Corsets .

."

Nemo Corsets

$3.50

See these special values.

$1.00 to $3.00

Royal Worcester Corsets

$2.00
Dainty Lawn Caps 20c to
Silk Caps, newest models, 75o to
$2.00
Lace Caps in the most desirable styles, $1.00 to

Straw and Novelty Hats and Caps 75c to $5.00

Thomson's Glove Fitting Corsets

;

. .. .

$3.00

to $6.50

$2.00

to

$5 00

$1.00

to

$5.00

Attractive Lingerie dresses in newest models, well made from
$8.00
good materials, square necks and elbow sleeves,, each

Here you will find a bewildering aggregation of clever

Stylish and practical Silk Dresses in all popular colors and a
$35.00
variety of styles in new and exclusive models, $17.50 to
good variety of Silk

A

gee Coats in

newest

neatly trimmed,

at

Pon-

models,

$19.50 and

$23.50.

of style

and service, $13.50.

0

and nobby Lingerie and

$17.50.

with

ored Waists,
Lace

neatly
and

sip

strictly hand tailored suit
of black or navy Serge, possessing the newest style lines,
a Suit made for service, only

The New

Every hat a picture of loveliness.

are striking and very lavishly used.

Embroidery,

Street Hats for $1.50 to

Pretty and dointy Lingerie
Watat with Dutch Neck and
Elbow Sleeves, neatly trimmed
with Lace. $2. 60. '

'

.

........

newest

You

here.

styles, good materials and lowest prices
what we pride ourselves on.

that's

We have searched the markets for Barretts and fancy
combs that would give the required service and yet be reasonable in price. We have
purchased a large assortment
of the newest novelties and are
and
confident both quality
price will please you.

superb line of exquisite allovers

so much desired

is without doubt the best

show-lo-

g

We Shoe the Whole Family

Gray Mixtures, new nobby and serviceable, $25.00.

good
guar-

Shoe'em well and
ly

ItwvS

An excellent suit of Fancy Mixed Suiting
newest model and perfectly made, $25.00.

in

"V

paIr

Mallory Cravenette Hats
Are necessary to complete Spring - Outfits.
They
don't fade or spot and will keep their original style and
shape. They constitute the greatest hat value we can
offer you.

'

811068

to our stock.

every
New-Sij- P

styles, best leathers and

ex-- v

perta to fit them to you perfect-

-

prices are the lowest

in the city.

Tan,

able fabrics and colors, $25.00 down to $15.00.

S

at the same time. Style, fit

ly--

A good variety of other deslrab'e models in all desir-

economical-J-

Bnd Quality characterize

A stylish and serviceable suit of Diagonal Suiting in

An excellent variet" of Shell
and Ribbon Hair Bands in
newest designs.

Also a

are assured

it

select

To style and good material we must
add
tailoring to get a perfectly satisfactory suit. We

$5.00

at

trimmings

of It kind in the city.

Time to get a newi Spring suit.
of perfect clothes satisfaction If you

.$5.00

dress

very moderate prices.

by all.

antee oud styles, tailoring and prices.

to. ......

here

a most complete stock of the

$15.00

Eacfi and every hat exclusive in style, insuring that individuality

And the prices are unequaled
for the money.

10c

dress

of

You will find

trimmings.

You'd be surprised to find

de-

that are so popular now. This

Tip-to- p

Barraettes

The trimmings

X

New Clothing for Man and Boy

Modes

Fancy Combs 25c to

mand extensive use

$5.00

Trimmed Hats for $3.50 to

Here you will find all the
beautiful ornaments that are
approved by Fashion, at
little prices.

Much hosiery sold now days
in most stores prove very unsatisfactory after a little wear.
But here you will find only dependable qualities the kind
that gives satisfaction in every
sense of the word. At our
prices these cost no more than
tie Inferior kinds. For example:
Women's "Onyx" hose of
good quality, extra spliced heel,
toe and sole, per pair, 25c.
An excellent grade "Onyx"
hose In Gauze or Medium
weight, epliced heel, toe and
sole, 35c
Women's Silk Lisle "Onyx"
hose, spliced heel, toe and sole,
medium weight, per pair, 50c- Women's Italian Silk "Onyx"
hose in black, white and colors,
value,
good weight, special

The new Spring modes

what a charming hat you can get for a small sum

trimmed

Demand Hair "
Ornaments

Hosiery That Wears

Spring

Tail-

A

$25.00.

The Newest

the creations of the master millinery minds of Paris and

America.

each $1.25.

A full length Serge coat of excellent quality, blue or black,

all sizes, a garment

models

An excellent variety of new

A neatly tailored Suit of
fancy mixed suiting In tan or
grey, stylish, serviceable and
exceptionally well made, each

Dress Trimand
Allovers
mings

Stunning Millinery Creations

Marquisette dresses made in best of styles, nicely trimmed
with lace bandings, low necks, elbow sleeves, $9.00 to
$12.50

to..

$1.25

Children's Shoes 65c to

$3.00

Women's Shoes $2.50 to

$5.00

Men's Shoes $2.50 to

$6.00

Infant's Shoes

50o

See our line of Oxfords for men, women and children.

Style,

and price will please you.

$1.50.

1911's Favorites in Silks and Dress Goods

Silk and Kid Gloves in Great Variety
It

3

A

Splendid Assortment
e
Gloves
of
High-Grad-

will pay you to look over our assortments before buying the goods for your new suit; dress,
etc. Nine times out of ten we have Just the material you want. Never before have we ahown
such a tremendous variety.
Every one of the nehv weaves and colors destined to be popular this
season will be found here as well as complete lines of staple silks and dress goods. These items
These items show how
will be found here as well as complete lines of staple and fancy goods.
'
low the prices are.
'
y
'
'5c
All the new shades silk Messaline, per yard
fl-2)
Indro Shantung, all sta pie colors, per yard
$13.50
'.
Showerproof Foulards, newest patterns, per pattern .;.
An excellent variety of the newest, most poplar weaves in Dress Goods, all desirable shades, 50
I'
cents to $2.00.
'
:.
:

to Suit Every Taste

1U

I
--

and Purse

da
by

I
This season will be an especially strong one for Long Gloves
we have prepared for the demand by purchasing the largest line ot
Silk and Kid Gloves we have ever Bhown.
$3.50
16 Button length Kid Gloves la White. Black and colors
Button length, all silk gloves in White, Black and colors. . . $1.00
16 Button length all silk gloves in white and black, only, extra
.
mmlitv
short
gloves in silk
We also have a full and complete assortment of
or Kid in all desirable colors, White and Black..

!'.'!

i

Fetching Creations in Women's Neckwear
A" those dainty little collars, ties, Jabots, etc., that add
so much
charm to any outfit will be found hero in
amazing
variety
Wees
are surprisingly little as theso
examples show.

16

f1-6- "

Lawn and Lace Jabots in an excellent
variety of stiles

ESTABLISHED

at

2w

i

ka

65o

4 Pounds Fancy Japan Eice for
20 POUNDS FOR $I.oo

Phones, Main
and 145

JOHN

144

ALL INSTITUTIONS AMUSEMENT PARK REC0RDBREAI1G

1ST

FILE THEIR

ATTORNEY
GENERAL
NOTIFIES
PRESIDENTS
OF
BOARDS OF TRUSTEES

PAPEN

ALBUfERIJUE

IS- fi-

OFFERS SPORT

TRAVEL TO WEST

SECRET SERVICE

PROGRAM

EXPECTED

HEADQUARTERS

REPORTS
ACTING

A.

SUNDAY

A Kid

MONDAY

LOW

AFTER-

RATES

AND

NUMEROUS

SANTA FE

ON THE COAST

CONVENTIONS

NOON THERE'LL BE PLENTY
DOING THERE

m
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TRY GORHAM
SILVER POLISH

RAILROA6 . SLKUTh-T- O
OPERATIONS
FROM THERE

DIRECT

THIS SUMMER THE MAGNET

National Avenue,
Near the Bridge

1212

Santa Fe, N. M., April 15. Acting
Tomorrow and Monday afternoons
Kansas City, April 15. Tourists
Albuquerque, N. M-- , April 15. EfAttorney General Harry SClancy has at Amusement park will occur the westbound from Kansas City and Mis- fective May 1, Albuquerque will be
found it neceseary to call the atten- biggest
s'
athletic carnival souri river points will have the adfor the western grand
tion of the presidents of the boards ever held in this city. Horse racing, vantage of low" round trip rates to the headquarters
secret
division
service department of
of trustees of about a score of Insti- baseball, broncho busting and various Pacific coast over the various lines
tutions In the territory which are re- other feats of horsemanship by expert during the summer season. From the Santa Fe railroad. Headquarters
ceiving aid from the territory to their riders, will afford the big crowd that June 1 to September 33 there will be have been maintained for a number
duty to make reports to the governor. is sure to gather all sorts of fun. a rate of $60 good to all California of years in La Junta. Albuquerque
This Is required by Section 3, Chapter A baseball game will be played each points. On account of the unusual now considered a more desirable
point
Tomorrow the Maroons number of conventions at Los Angeafternoon.
98, Session Laws of 1901.
for operations than La Junta, henq
The Institutions, whose heads there- will contest with the Santa Fe shop les and San Francisco during this all
sleuth work will hereafter be difore must make report to the gover-no- r boys, who have a strong aggregation. period passenger officials of the vari- rected from this
city. Ben Williams,
(although nineteen of these have Monday afternoon the Normal Uni- ous western lines are expecting an chief of the department, has made
so far failed to do so), the places versity team will stack up against unusually heavy movement.
for
Albuquerque his headquarters
Three times during this quarter some time, but the offices have been
they are located at and the amount the Maroons. This game has been
3
the
there will be a rate of $50. On June maintained at La Junta. The offices
they receive from the territory are as scheduled for o'clock. School at
Normal will be dismissed and the 5 and 6 this rate will be offered. It
follows:
of the department will be located in
to the will be offered
New Mexico College of Agriculture teachers and students will go
again from June 10 to one of the downtown office buildings.
park to root for their team. All three June 22, on account of the Interna- L. E. Curtwrleht, office man, and J.
and Mechanic Arts, Las Cruces,
in
association C. Snowden, assistant to Mr. Williams
tional Sunday School
New Mexico School of Mines, local teams that will take part
and some classy
are
the
strong
games
New
of
in San Francisco. The Na- are among those who will arrive here
Socorro, $19,000; University
meeting
be furnished.
tional Educational Association of San before May 1 to make this city their
.Mexico, Albuquerque, $32,000; New baseball will
For the convenience of those at- FranclBCo will also be favored with a
Mexico Normal School, Silver City,
headquarters.
the street cars
$18,000; New Mexico Normal School, tending the big doings
rate which will be offered In Secret service work will be directed
special
durIntervals
will run at
June 27 and from Albuquerque as far east as La
(for building for heating plant) Silwill Kansas City between
ver City, $2,500; New Mexico Normal ing each afternoon. Admission
5.
July
Junta, Denver and Pueblo; south to
25 cents, which is ridiculously
1
the
when
University, Las Vegas, $20,400; New be but
to
June
Twice
El Paso, (Demlng and Silver City,
previous
of
Mexico Military Institute, Roawell, cheap, considering the character
on sale, the same and on the Eastern Railway of New
be
to
are
rates
$60
entertainment offered.
$17,000; New Mexico Insane Asylum, the
offered. This rate will Mexico to Amarillo, Tex- The diamond and race track at the rate will be
Las Vegas, $60,000; Miners' Hospital.
of the Electric Supply
In
favor
conapply
in excellent
Ttaton, $10,000; Institute for the Blind. park have been put
which meets in
association
Jobbers'
to
the
add
will
which
pleasure
When a mtdiclne must be given to
Alamogordo, $10,000; Deaf and Dumb dition,
and also
Del
Calif.,
April
Monte,
excitentertainment. Several
young cshildren it should be pleasant
Asylum, Santa Fe, $10,000; Spanish-America- of the
association
to take. Chamberlain's Cough Rem- be run for the American Library
Normal School, EI RIto, M, ing races for ample purses will
ulv fa mariA frnm 1tftf llirn.r. Rn1 rllA
Pasadena
at
May
on both afternoons. Homer Edwards,
500; Orphan's School at Santa Fa.
aoason westbound traffic Just roots used in its preparation give It
WUd
Bill'
Welt
Buffalo
iMt
with
formerly
Home Society,
a flavor similar to mapie syrup, mail$10,000; Children's
will give some exhibitions of about held its own in comparison ing it pleasant to take.
It has no supeAiKnmiernue. $5,000: Territorial Peni show,
tour
bulk
of
the
The
ride
former years.
rior for colds, croup and whooping
St. Vin riding. Edwards has offered to
$63,460;
Santa
Fe,
tentiary,
In the county and ist travel was eastward.
cough. For sale by all druggists.
Santa Fe, .ouu, the wildest broncho mean animals are
cent's Hospital,
possessing
people
Grant County Hospital, Silver City,
and see them
Hospital, Sil- ,ureed to bring them
$1 800; Sisters of Mercy
also will ride
Edwards
conquered.
1
ver City, $1,800; Ladies' Hospital, bull, which is no easy stunt.
HospitEXCURSION FARES
ROUND
Demlng, $1,800; Eddy County
tomorrow and Mon
on
The
profits
Society,
al, Carlsbad, $1,800; Relief
mmMBIi
day's entertainment will go for better
ipHiHHMHHMIMB
Las Vegas, $3,000; Sisters' Hospital baseball in Las Vegas this summer.
Hospital.
TO
fan on
Albuquerque, $2,400; Gallup
Hospital, Here is a good way for every base
Mary's
St.
$1,200;
OAKLAND
Gallup,
to boost
LOS ANGELES
Loretto, both sides of the river
two-bitRoswell, $1,800; Sisters of
have
time
same
SAN FRANCISCO
of Loretto, Las ball and at the
SAN DIEGO
Mora, $1,000; Sisters
worth of fun.
Society.
Historical
Cruces. $1,000;
of New
Santa Fe.. $1,000; Museum
Tickets on sale April 18, 19 and 20, 1911, final return limi
Mexico. Santa Fe, $5,000IS SANTA FE TO
June 30, 1911.
two-day-

r:it
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25 CENTS A CAKE

25-2- 7,

n

f AupMt

18-2- 4.

--

TRIP SPECIAL

THE JEWELER

wmmmmmmmm

s'

at
Best draught beer in the city,
the Lobby, of course.

r

CHANGE
REPORTS

A CORROBORATION

THAT

citizens
For months East Las Vegas
.
enthusias-columns
these
have seen in
Pills
by
nf noan's Kidney
Would
residents.
t
a
recommend
these prominent people
reliable?
remedy that had. not provenstatements
Would they confirm their
. hart elapsed if personal
shown the remedy
experience had not
,
enaorsemcuv
to be worthy pf
had
be
can
.
f nf merit
stronger
stood the test
have
that
cures
than
following statement
Th
OI lime
the mind of
should carry conviction to
reaae..
every East Las Vegas
Main avenue.
Charles 0'Mney.7lS
In 1907
M..
says:
N.
East Las Vegas,
Kidney
Doan's
ipublicly recommended can corroborate
pills and at this time i
.
I then gave ta the

vJ

the statement

4avorandsaythatIhavehadn
coined
ther need of medicine
X

Kidney Puis at
the cure then
Pharmacy and

the

For further information call at ticket office

(DOUBLE-TRAC-

WORK AT ASH FORK IS TO

STOP

Readers
Of Interest to East Las Vegas

Sock

MAIN LINE

There is a
Prescott, Ariz., April
the Santa
of
line
nnrf. from the main
double-tracthe
that
effect
to
Fe
thp
'work Is lo stop at Ash Fork and that
th eradine gangs working westward
toward Seligman have been sent back
tn the eastward. It is told that sever
al Mieineerine parties have been put
into the field of construction work
Santa Fe line,
on the
be connected
by which Ash Fork will
with Parker and the main line traf
road. The
fic handled by the "cut-of- f
ourvva leave the line of the San
ta Fe, Prescott and Phoenix railway
at Valley Siding, about 30 miles north
f t.n.ntt. 20 miles west of this city,
of the
which happens to be on a bend
rau- rnoemx
and
Prescott
Santa Fe,
Pho- toward
road
nreaent
tii.
Hillside
nix is continued upon until
wnicn
from
or Cottonwood is reached,
...rvova have been run toward
with tne
the southwest to a junction
witn-,iraiiroao.
California
Arizona and
The wades are said to
111
those in
be much more favorable than
Qisia.-tne
and
line
main
the present
amount of
vast
The
to be longer.
line east of Ash
grading on the main
completed durbe
Fork is expected to
fall.
ing the coming
15

KB

J. 0.

ELLEGE, Agent,

v.

A. T. & S. F. Ry.

k

d

SENT BY MAIL UPON RECEIPT OF PRICE

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water

San MiguelNatiotial Bank
OmitHmlPmld

$100,000.00

,

LasViqas
,

take no other.

the namDoa's-a-

nd

Dm IV.
Foot of Main Si.
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Every Dollar You Save

SCREENED cliSLls LUMP
r

President,

O

Are those shown in a savings bank book. ( For the
is not ruled by the sword, but by
world
'
money.
to-da-

Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

CUNNINGHAM,

FRANK SPRlNdER, V lea President,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier,

Commanding Figures

x

Gives you a more commanding position among
your fellow men. Open an account here and start
your ascent in importance.

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

e

Member

J. M.

O

Interest Paid oii Time Deposits

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MaJn 227,

gf

,;.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAIIK

CONDON
Phono Main 21
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10 to 25
Per Cent Discount on
Every Article in
the House

l
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STORE OF QUALITY
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Women's Hats
"i --- No
Hat
Can be Relumed

IM.M.

E.LASVEGAS.

Li

GREAT TliREEDAY

Saturday, Monday and Tuesday, April 15,17 and

ALE

18

1

Held in Reserve. Sale Prices Given on
Easter Pay Day Combination-Nothi- ng
Everything in the Store. Any Article Bought Can be Exchanged. The Season's Newest
Creations are Out for Inspection and are Out on Sale

Two Big Sales in

One--A- n

.

S5
SSI

10, Yards Good .

36-inc- h

Percale for

Best Dress Ginghams
Inch, per yard.....'

15o

lOo

Any
$1.00 Guaranteed Rust Proof Corr

27

114c

set
set

7c

a last

set

A

Pillow Cases
36x42 Plain Hemmed and made of

81x90

op-

a full

v-

,

lay in a quantity of hese at

13icEach

Your choice for'

f

Some of our

sized, hemmed sheet

TRADE

o

It . Jxil

this lot you wouldn't get them at

on hand.

34

sheeting at

$3.50

$12.00.

Three

HIGH AND LOW SHOES
QUOTED AT

S3

1--

$3.00

Boys' Knickerbocker
Boys' Knickerbocker
2

"231"

3

CENT OFF

Boy's Suits Radically
Reduced
$2.50

to

17

.Patent Colt, Vicl or Gun
Metal Low Shoe for........;. $2.98

A

mm
RK

- THE BEST

suits
Suits

years inclusive

$1.99

2.40.

$3.50
$4.00

$1.69
..

Boys' All Wool Knickerbocker Suits

.

..

2.75

Boys' All Wool Knickerbocker Suits

.

..3.60

$5.00

Boys' All Wool Knickerbocker Suits

.

..

3.99

$0.00

Boys' All Wool Knickerbocker Suits

.

..

4.90

Boys' All Wool Knickerbocker Suits

Ready-toWea-

r

parel Reduced 15
Per Cent

1--

28c

Union
39o

Union
49o

20 Per Cent

Union
63c

Union
83c

Union

4
OFF
ENTIRE STOCK OF LACES AND
EMBROIDERIES
1--

98c

Sizes.

Silk' Petticoats,
Dress Skirts
.

".

Klmonas

,

Muslin Underwear,
'Coat's

..

6.25

'.

01
"SSI

Fancy and Plain Taffeta or Messa-linRibbons from 8 of an inch to
10 inches wide in any shade desired.
Saturday, Monday and Tuesday we
will give you a reduction' of

Union

-

.

Ribbons
Underpriced

;

This reduction includes all womens
Suits and Dresses,

QUALITY
1

Gun
$2.45

Ap-

THE STORE OF

rsi rssi fsi

or

Seasonable Reduction on
Summer Ribbed
Undergarments for Women
and Children

3.20

$4.50

$7.50

All

Colt, Vici

e'

shirt for men
in broken sizes and patterns worth
$2.00, $2.25 and $2.50, 14
to 17 at

Boys' All Wool Knickerbocker Suits

Patent

Metal Low Shoe for

Ribbed. Vests, Pants or
Suits
50o Ribbed Vests, Pants, or
Suits
65c Ribbed Vests, Pants or
Suits
75o Ribbed Vests, Pants or
Suits
$1.00 Ribbed Vests, Pants or
Suits
$1.25 Ribbed Vests, Pants or
Suits
They Come In Complete

A lot of this famous

Off

$3.00

35o

KNOWN

to 44 inclusive, worth

regularly from $1.50 to
day sale price will be

ALL CHILDRENS

15 PER

AS THE BEST

KNOWN

Patent, Colt, Vicl or Gun
metal Low Shoe, for. . J,;. : . ; .$3.49

$4.00

SHIRTS

prettiest waists are in

:::

Any

no seam in the center, made of good

thia price if we did not have too many

26c

Bacharach Oxfords
or Pumps

69c

Unusual Offering of
Women's Waists

f

Try a Pair of These

good muslin, you can well afford to

just put out this season with linen
toe and heel all sizes from 5
to
9
Inclusive to Introduce we price
this good 35c value at Per Pair

' r.

$2.99

Special Sheet
Bargain

69c

A hose made by Lord & Taylor

$3.89

$2.48

$3.50 Guaranteed Rust Proof Cor-

at a price below cost of material used

Children's Hose
Special

$5 and $10 Each
Slightly Soiled

worth

$1.65

set

portunity to get one of these skirts

in them.

Proof

$3.00 Guaranteed Rust Proof Cor-

Petticoats
of these left

t

Cor-

set

$1.00, $1.25 and
$1.30 Muslin
75

"

$1.29

$2.00 Guaranteed Ru

Lonsdale Cambric (Nainsook finish) per yard
14c
20c Holy Batiste, all colors, 27
inch, per yard
...14c

About

89c

$1.50 Guaranteed Rust Proof Cor-

17 tee

Light Colors Only

Assortment of
Gossard Lace in
Front Corsets

An

WARNERS AND REDFERN MAKES,

Check

Amoskeag Apron
Gingham, per yard.

89 Cents

Good Bargains in
Corset Dept.

Special Bargains in
Dry Goods Dept.

jj.House Dresses,
".Wrappers and
Duck Skirts.

Opposite'
Castaneda Hotel
515-51-

7;

Railroad Ave.

1

7m

9

5

i

I.
;
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Presc'ripilonisi

SANTA FE TO HAVE

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

Just

We Have

Received a Lot of

BALLCLUB
EMPLOYES
.

OF LOCAL SHOPS
AND' YARDS GET INTO THE
NATIONAL GAME

According to present indications the
feanta Fe boys of the shops and yards
are going to put into the field this
summer a strong baseball team. The
railroaders are backing their baseball manager with good, hard cash.
Yesterday in a short time they raised
$180 to be used for baseball.
Not
nearly all the railroad men who wish
to back the team have had an ODDor- tunlty to dig up and the fund undoubtedly will be swelled to at least S3C0
before tomorrow night.
Harper Harmon and "Handy" Hac
cock of last year's Maroons, are now
in the employ of the Santa Pe and
will play with their team, which will
be known es the Railroaders, in
order to distinguish It from the teams
representing the city of Santa Fe.
a crack'erjack catcher, Red
Young and other local celebrities will
be in the ; Railroaders' line-up.- "
Tin
have been ordered for the team.
These Will Jbear' the name of the railroad and of Las Vegas.
Tomorrow the Railroads and the
Maroons will play at Amusement park.
It will be a struggle from start to
finish. Each team is anxious to win.
The rivalry promises to continue during the summer, which assures the
fans of some mighty interesting conr,

Western
Garden
I Seed
In Bulk

and
Package
From Barteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

I

tests-

EASTERLIES

PERSONALS
,1

INDEPENDENT

Bias Sanchez, superintendent of the
Mora county schools, was here today
from his home in Wagon Mound.
Joe Holzman of the Holzman Mercantile company, a big commercial
establishment in Corona, is in city today. ,
Major R. C. Rankin, assistant
traveling territorial, auditor, returned
this afternoon (rom an official trip
to Santa Fe and southern parts of
the territory.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Clark of
1217 Sixth street have aa their guest,
Miss Ma E. Clark, of Boston. Miss
Clark is a sister of Mr.. Clark and
will visit in this city two or three
, v
months.
Governor William J. Mills, Mrs.
Mills and their daughter Miss, Madeline Mills, arrived this a&ernoqa from
Santa Fe to spend EastefSunday here.
worshipping in their hoffle parish, SI,
Paul's Memorial Episcopal itnurch
The Mills are guests at the Castaneda
during their stay.

little Master Jack Clark, the

3- -

son of Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Clark, celebrated his birthday Monday afternoon by entertaining eighteen
of his little friends. He was assisted
by his mamma. The little folks
bad a most enjoyable time playing
child's games, after which refresh
,
ments were served.
year-ol- d

Finch's, Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to 'you. At the Lobby, of course.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

Call

STATEMENT
31, 1910.

Scottish Union and National Insurance Co.
EDINBURGH

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR

and BUILDER

Punished

on All Kinds of

"Estimates
Building

Job Woik a Specialty.

Phone Main 336.

hot breads, cake and pastry
there is no substitute for

CHURCHES
SPECIAL

PROGRAMS

PORTANT
T IS

FOR

DAY IN

Assets
Liabilities
Surplus to Policyholders.
Represented by

Opposite Optic.

ALL-I-

For Cash Oaly

chr'b.

li CALENDAR

Easter, the anniversary of the resurrection of the Saviour, one of the
most Joyous festivals in the Christian
calendar, will be celebrated tomorrow
throughout the world. In churches of
every denomination praises will go up
to God because of the glorious
triumph of His Son over the powers
of death ; a triumph which gave to all
mankind assurance of immortal life,
Millions of'disciples of the Man of
Galilee will tomorrow bend the ador
ing knee at mention of his name. They
will :lsten to the story of His resur
rection, the consummation of his
glorious work for the redemption of
In Las Vegas Easter will be celebrated in the same appropriate man
ner as in other cities throughout
Christendom. In every church special musical programs have been arranged, for hymns of praise are among
the principal means of worship on
Easter Sunday.
Fair and warmer weather is pre
dicted for tomorrow. A gloomy Easter detracts somewhat from the observance of the day, as custom and
tradition have made it the time for
the first appearance of the new spring
hats and clothing. The streets to
morrow morning will present an ani
mated appearance, when hundreds f
women worshippers, hatted and gowned in their newest and prettiest, begin
their march to church.
The programs In the various
churches are as follows:
St. Paul's Memorial Church Rev. J.
S. Moore, Rector.
7:30
Holy Communion
9:45
Sunday School
Morning Prayer, Holy Commnn- lon and Sermon
11:00
Order of service at 11 o'clock:
Processional 123, 'Alleluia, Alleluia,
Hearts and Voices" A. S. Sullivan.
Christ Our Passover Chappel.

Opposite

Y. M. C. A.

i

msm.

Sixty Years the Standard

Our Easter Underprice Sale of House Furnishings opens tomorrow and continues for week ending April 22, 191
The quotations are for CASH ONLY, no exchanges or premiums.

1

"I

am entirely opposed to tbe use of alum In
Chandler, Columbia Univ.
Baking Powders."-Pr- o.

NAVAJO

RUGS

r

Fresh from the reservation in those
beautiful grays and other fancy colorings. In this sale only, we offer such

HEAVY
Ask for No. 393. This substantial
'bed in all sizes and colors,
$1.85
SPECIAL

2

INCH POST BRASS BED,

(like cut), regular
THIS SALE

$17.50

value,
$11.95

pi

A massive Bed, full size, all colors,
SPECIAL
PRINTED AND INLAID LINOLEUMS
$5.95

Some very attractive values in
5
The new sauare Dost Colonial Bed. Printed Linoleums. All Inlaid
ETAOIN EAO
Vernls Martin finish, full size only,
Some very pretty
worth ?15.UQ, ,..
leums reduced.
SPECIAL
$10.85
patterns Included in this lot, that are
short lengths, 6 to 20 yards, priced
nuifir pian.ra.Tiee. Domestic and
Imported Inlaids in all patterns and
EASEL-BACCURTAIN
designs.
STRETCHER
75c Printed Linoleum 55c per square
Made of selected bass wood; neatly
' Ask for No. 639. This $7.50 Bed
vard.
fitstamped with measuring rule and
in all sizes and colors, brass top rails ted with adjustable
65c per
Linoleum
85c Printed
pins; folds up
and knobs,
$2.85 square yard.
small
space;
into
regular
very
$4.85
SPECIAL
value,
Linoleum $1.35 per
$1.80 Inlaid
Lino-qypa-

.

SPECIAL

$1.95

square yard.
$1.75

SANITARY STEEL' COUCHES
square yard.
The good kind, which open up into
double-beds-

.

Here

Linoleum $1.50

Inlaid

per

-

SNOWY

WHITE "WHITE FROST"
REGRIGERATORS

We want you to see this new idea
in refrigerators something witnout a
prvrnor nr crevice where eerms and
dirt irmv collect, not a anlinter of
wood about its construction, revolving
removable shelves, and snowy white
enamel inside and out; the : hand
somest, most convenient food preserv
er on the marKet.
ASK TO SEE IT
onr-fift- h
OFF on all Lace Cur
tains, Door Panels. Scrims. Etamlnes,
Net and Portieres or all Kinas.

OVAL CLOTHES BASKETS

OFF on all floor Rugs.
si.i aw?iu.Tiii. Btronely woven,
every size and kind included in this white willow, heavy bottom, $1.00
.
sale.
seasonable
'
value,
nvTS-FTtfT-

65c

BIG DRESSER VALUES
$6.95 for the $10.00 Kind.
$9.95 for the $14.50 Kind.
All other at 20 PER CENT
COUNT."

This handsome Bed in all colors,
worth $8.50,
SPECIAL

BIG VALUE
DIS

With fancy Jacquard woven and
embroidered centers, knotted fringe
ends, swan and elks head center, $1.00
values, for

SULKY
can' tire wheels,
rubber
two
With
value.
not tip, regular
$1-7-

5

P

i

htV

ItJJillL fWjfffrii
flepwjrf

r r

-?

65c
SPECIAL
"Regal" blue and white stripe can-...- i
SPECIAL
Hammock, fast colors, 9 inch i . BIG
,nnai nfforinir in b. 1911 model HEAVY 2 INCH POST BRASS BED,
sfifliiaoed ; valance, "curved hardwoqfl i
all (like cut), regular $25 value,
has
In ends; strong shsperfslon folding
spreaders
47.50
value,
:
with
top,
complete
ropes,
THIS SALE. ...... .$16.95
$1.24.
A HAMMOCK

T

--

JIEVER-TI-

MOMIE LAP DUSTERS

1

1 1

"'
Go-Ca-

.

.

.

s

nTttau.

lbs. Swandown Flour

$1.35

Sugar

$1.00

lbs. Pearl Potatoes

12 lbs.

Pearl Potatoes

1

Bottle

16-o-

pong's

.$2.00
25o

Preserves 25c

3 lb.

Jar Richelieu Apple Butter

30c

5 lb.

Jar Richelieu Apple Butter

55c

lb. pkg. Richelieu Tea

25c

"Alum, sodium alum, basic aluminum sulphate
sulphate of aluminum, all mean the same thing
namely. BURNT ALUM." Kansas State Board of Health.

y

lb. pkg. Naban Tea

25c

2 lb.

Jar Heinze Preserves....

75c

Peach, Damson or Raspberry

Benedictus: Festlcal in E flat Miller.
Hymn: 118, "At the Lamb's Feast
We Sing" G. J. Elvey- Communion
Office in F Berthold
TourB.

Hymn 117: "He is Risen; He is
Risen" J. Neander.
Anthem: "They Have Taken Away
My Lord" J. Stainer.
Hymn 122: "Jesus Lives" H. J.
Gauntlett.
Recessional 112: "Jesus Christ is
Risen Today" Morgan.
First Baptist

First Presbyterian Church Rev. Nor
man Skinner, Pastor
and sermon
Easter morning-worshiat 11 o'clock.
At 7:30 p. m the Sunday school
will give It's Easter musical program.
All friends of the school ana especially the parents of the scholars are urg
ed to be present.
Regular Sunday school session- at
:45 a. m.
Young People's Society meets at 7
.

lty. "Love Triumphant" is a story
of the first Eastertide adapted from
"Tor," a street boy of Jerusalem, by
Florence Morse Klngsley, the author
of "Titus," "Stephen," "Paul," "The
Cross Triumphant," etc.
Church of the Immaculate Conception
Rev. Father Adrian Rabeyrolle,
Pastor
A beautiful Easter service will be
held at this church at 7 o'clock in
the morning at which time low mass
will be celebrated. At this mass a
large number of the members of the
parish will receive the Holy Communion. The Knights of Columbus
will approach the altar rail in a body.
At 10 ' o'clock high mass will be
sung with celebrant, deacon and
and an Easter sermon will be
preached. Special Easter music will
be sung by the choir. The interior of
the church will be decorated beautifully for the services- -

CHRISTOPHER JUNIOR
"Christopher, Jr," the big theatrical production of the year, which will
be staged Monday evening at the
Duncan opera house, will be greeted
by an immense crowd, according to
the present indications. Tickets are
selling rapidly. In the cast are some
of Las Vegas' best amateur actors and
prominent society folk. , Several of
those in the play have appeared before on local boards and have made
a big hit. "Christopher, Jr.," is a ve
hicle which presents plenty of room
for the displaying of histrionic talent.
The cast, which has been working
faithfully for several weeks, is now
going through the rehearsals like pro
fessionals. The opera house orchestra
has volunteered dts services, which
assures that good music win be fur
nished during the evening. The play
is to be given for the benefit of the
park fund.

can Pears

2s....

15c

1

can Peaches

2s

15c

1

can Green Gage Plums

'1

can Table Apricots

2s.
2s....

15c

.

15c

2

large Bottles Tomato Catsup. 25c

1

pt. Bottle Richelieu Cocktail
Catsup

.

20c

-

3 pkgs. American Beauty

3

caroni

25c

pkgs Spaghetti

25c

3 pkgs.
4

Vermicelli

25c

pkgs Corn Starch

1 pkg.

25c

Starch

4 pkgs. Gloss

25c

Gold....

Grains of

1 pkg. Ralston's
3

Ma-

20c

Breakfast Food loc
25c

cans Tomatoes 2s

.,10a

1 large can Tomatoes
3

cans String Beans

25c

3

cans Peas

25c

3

cans Corn 2s

25c

2

cans Telmo Suocotash.

.

.. ..

LEOPOLD

1 can Telmo Pumpkin

10c

1 lb. Cocoanut

20c

1 can Cocoa

lOo

5

lbs. Best Jap Rice

Tim- e-

SUHHY'I

mm

Cleaner, sweeter, whiter
clothes, is the result when
C.
E.
Rev.
Church
First Methodist
you use Sunny Monday Soap.
Anderson, Pastor
Sunny Monday is white,
A beautiful Easter program entitled, and contains not an ounce of
"Love Triumphant," will be given
which is one of the
Rnndav evening at the First Meth rosin,
chief
ingredients of all yellow
odist Episcopal church, corner Eighth
me
street and National Avenue,
laundry soaps. Clothes cost
musical part of the program will be more than soap and it, thererendered by a choir of sixteen voices, fore, pays to use the best soap,
John Clark
trained by Professor
even for laundry purposes.
Baker. The Sunday school orchestra
Ask your grocer for Sunny
will assist and the O'Malley twins
also have part In the program. The Monday.

25c

4 lbs. Navy Beans
1 pkg.

25c

Hominy Grits

10c

'..

3 lbs. Hominy Grits
1

10-o- z

2

10-o- z.

Bottle

25c

Onions.........

lOo

Chow.....
..
Meat

25c

Bottle Chow

COMING

School.

3 pkgs. Mince

1 Box
8

Light House Soap

$3.00
25c

Bars Light House Soap

I Bars Diamond

C

progimwill

AlmlrailarkneBS
soa.jan elocutionist of iiiusual
given by Mrs.

jbe

N7U"
abil- -

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
'

CHICAGO

;

f
'

':f'l

"

25c
15c

1 25c Box Toilet Soap

25s

Soap......

7

Bars Tar Soap

25c

7

Bars Pearl White Soap

25s
25c

3 cans Milk
1

can Asparagus Tips

25c

Bacon, per lb

20o

1 Side

Gold Band Ham,
10 lbs. Pure

per lb

18o

Lard....

$1.20

10c

1

can Tuna in Oil

3

cans Heinze Pork and Beans. 25c

1

can Plum Pudding

welcome.

literary .part of the

252

.

PRINCE

.

1

sub-deaco- n,

Vancouver, B. C, April 15. Accord
Welcome to the Spring
ing to the latest advices received
School.
here, Prince Leopold of Battenberg,
Robert Mor who is making a tour of the world,
Sprlrjg'B Ajwakenlng
la to sail from Yokohama today and
rison.
Class.
Infant
.
Tree
in
the
will arrive in Vancouver at the end
Up
Breezes Dorothy of this month. He will travel across
Little
April
Goelltz.
Canada and sail for home from MonBeautiful Lilies Mrs. Olney'B class. treal. Prince Leopold Is the son of
The First Easter Francis Feet
the late Queen Victoria. His only sisLittle South Wind Majorie Wheel. ter is the Princess
Ena, Queen of
er.
Spain.
Tidings of Love School.
A True Lent Harry Wells.
Jesus Lives School.
New Life Margaret Larkin.
I
Hail the Victor School.
Her
Jerusalem
Dorothy
Easter in
mann.
Address Rev. Skinner.
Halleluiahl Amen School.
The church extends a most hearty
Invitation to all people. Strangers
and sojourners in the city especially
Day of Triumph

Navajos.
$17.60 for the $22.00, $22.75 and $23.50
Navajos.
To see them Is to appreciate this
elegant line of RUGS.

50

y

art

pricc8
$9.60 for the $12.00, and $12.50 Navajos
$13.50 for the $17.50, $18.50 and $19.50

$1.35

Read the Label

The following musical program will
be rendered.
Hear the Bells School.
Invocation and Scripture Reading.
Easter Greeting Song School.
Do You Know? Lawrence Fest.
Early Miss Crocus Dorothy Coors.
Fill the Air With Music School.
A Little Blossom Elizabeth Stew

is now complete and contains all the
new and beautiful things ror me din
ing room, living room, parlor, oearoom.

lbs. Homestead Flour

100

No Alum No Lime Phosphates

p. m.

OUR SPRING STOCK

50

18 lbs.

Made from pure Grape
Cream of Tartar

Church Rev. O. P.
Miles, Pastor
$5,260,07!
Preaching by the pastor at 11 a. m..
2,166,902
and 7:30 p. m. Morning subject:
to Light
Brought
Immortality
Jesus Christ." Evening
.$3,093,16!)
Throught
subject: "Hope."
Gloria Tatri Chappel.
Special Easter music at each ser
JOHN S. CTARK.
Te Deum: Festival in E flat Dud vice. In the morning Mrs. Northrop
East Las Vegas, N. M.
ley Buck.
will sing, "There Is a Green Hell Far
Away," by Gounod.
An interesting day Is anticipated,
and the public is cordially Invited to
attend all the services.

East Las Vegas, N. fl.

.

Three Days, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, 17th,' "
18th and 19th

O REAM

.

THE ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.
U

per-

fectly, delicious hot biscuits,

men.

as of date of December

Grocer and Butcher.

TOMQRROW

.!.',

Tony Faust draught beer 1st on tap rels on the bar.
at the Opera Bar, and is one of tbe
Wanted A good Jersey cow.
finest draught beers served over any
bar in the city.
Vegas 298.
FINANCIAL

For making quickly and

IN- -

!

at the Opera Bar. Served from bar

J. A. Papen

APRIL 15, 1911

10s

Sack Wyandotte

1

Clean- -

j

20c

ser

Bapu)ardl
Co- -

Store

to Some
Do You Want Your Purchases to Cost You Less or Would You Pay More
Times
Other Person? Don't Forget the Same Old Story That We Have So Many
Told: It is the Best Goods You are Looking for, for the Least Money not Friendship
!

F'HE QRA AF DRY QQ0D 5 CO
accounts are paid
Why? It costs them less to do business and their credit
can open
in the
promptly. You don't have to pay for any lost accounts. Any person will community than
buy cheaper
an account with us if they can pay their bills promptly and they
We are here with the
any where here and as cheap as any where out of town
Goods,, and this sale is for you. Don't be misinformed

Can offer their goods for less.

customer
The largest purchaser over $10.00 during the next two days will be given a $5.00 Note ori Thursday. Buy at the sale. The largest;
&8
to
buy but
you care
will receive $5.00 cash on next Thursday. Must be one bill. Can be as many articles
be bought at any ONE visit to the store. You cannot put several checks together.

READ

They are Off for Graafs Dry Goods Store, Sixth Street

Bing
All Wool

36

now.... 15i

inch material, regular 25c,
MOHAIR (GREYS)

99c

$1.25 quality, now
$1.40 quality, now
75c quality, now

GUARANTEED DRESS GINGHAMS

SIL KS

DRESS GOODS
$1.00

59c

We offer the largest line of neat patterns,

colors Foulards that had ever been brought here.

per cent discount. All other Silks go the

20

15c,

now

10c

White and Colored Wash Goods

See for yourself, regular 75c to $1.35 per yard, now
going

three days only, regular

400 styles,

all

same way.

CASHMERES

Gold Cloth and
Pongee

and

Grey, Lavender, Light Blue, Pink, White
Brown,
60o regular, now

48c

Regular values 10 to 35c now go 8c to

S5o all

Several shades,

the time,

now 26c.

Beat this.

COTTON VOILES
Fine for medium price skirts, sell for
where, our price, all colors

35c every28c

Regular

Blue and Brown Panama, 60o quality

for......

Our Line of Staples
Always the newest here In pattern and style, 15c
Percales 36 Inches. All you want

8t

All Handkerchiefs

Attention Ladies'!!!
All our Skirts, voiles, serges and others,
CENT OFF.

25

PER

Petticoats
Stringless
Patterns
Elegant

J-

-

ONE-FIFT-

OFF.

H

thing you need for your home

any-

OFF.

ONE-FIFT-

We lead the town.
'

yards as you want

and

and 25o values
20

many

cents.

j.
TABLE
-

$1.35 quality,

You can get all these 15c to
ONE-FIFT-

$1.50

per yard at

AMERICAN. LADY CORSETS.

DEBB VOISE BRASSIERES.

Can't be surpassed.

We have them.

1-- 3

.

;

LINENS
$1.10

A few Napkins, all odd patterns,

20 PER CENT

0FF- -

OFF.

All Men's Furnishings Must be
Sold 25 Per Cent Off
We have the goods and offer them to you.
don't buy now youll be sorry.

SAPPHO RIBBONS.

33

ZZZZZZ

Scalloped, Plain, Linen, Silk and Cotton at
TOPSY HOSIERY,

early.

now

SHIRTWAISTINGS

at Half

Come early and

Price-A-

Off

One-Fift- h

If

there is anything you don't

like about us, forget it.

We are

If you

ways. Remember GRAAFS SELL CHEAPER.

Yard
All Val. Laces up to ioc Per
.....

'

15

20

Come

PER CENT OFF.

FL AXONS

Sheets, Pillow Cases, Towels, Bed Spreads,
All wool Shepherd Checks, $1.15 regular, now.. 98c

Our entire line is for you.

COME EARLY.

llo

SHIRT WAISTS

OFF.

ONE-FIFT-

now going at 65c to $1.15.

Percales good and fast colors, now

40c per

By actual count we show 16 qualities,

LINAIRES
See them early.

llo

30c

23c

yard up, buy now, they are reduced to 80c up.

Plain and Fancy
90c to $1.50,

PURE LINENS

INDIA LINONS

ll

al-

here to save you money, and we
will do it, if you come around.

You

Want

-

'

:

'

.

CHILDREN'S ROMPERS,

NECKWEAR

BEST GINGHAM

BELTS

ALL SIZES

50

ALL

H

'

OFF.

DON'T MISS IT.

CENTS,

!

ONE-FIFT-

be the best event of the
year.

Values Now Going

BARRETTES
AT

$4.50 to $10.00

This sale will last three days and will
positively

AND GALATEA

COMBS

GO

Silk Kim on as

THIS SALE ONLY.

1- -3

Off

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

MONDAY,

TUESDAY.
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FATHERS MANY

DOCTORS FAILED.
RESTORED BY PERUNA.

SUNDAY, MAY 14

Catarrh of the Lungs
Threatened Her Life.

DESIGNATED AS

Miss Mnette Porter, Bralntree, Vermont, writes: "I have been cured by
Peruna.
"I hd several hemorrhages of the
lung. The doctors did not help me
much and would never have cured me.
AMONG THEM ARE BILLS
FOR
"I saw a testimonial in a Peruna GOVERNOR WILLIAM J. MILLS IS
PURCHASE OF FEDERAL
almanac of a case similar to mine, and
URGSUES PROCLAMATION,
I commenced using it.
BUILDING SITES
ING ITS OBSERVANCE
'I was not able to wait on myself
when I began using it. 1 gained
a
very
Washington,
Santa Fe, N. M., April 15. Goverat first, but I could see that it
H. Andrews of Now" Mexico has in- slowly
was helping me.
nor William J. Mills today issued a
troduced Iblls in the house which have
"After I had taken it a while I com- proclamation, naming Sunday, May
oeen reierrea to the appropriate com menced to raise up a
as Mother's Day In New Mexico,
stringy, sticky
substance from my lungs. This grew 14th,
committees as follows:
and
the proper observance of
urging
tor . the purchase of sites and less and less in quantity as I continued the day. The proclamation
reads:
the
treatment.
the erection of public buildings
Mothers' Day
more
"I
I
than
had
been
grew
fleshy
at Santa Fe. Las Veen Raton T db for a
Nineteen hundred and ten was the
and now I call myself
Cruces and Alamogordo; authorizing well."long time,
first year in this territory In which
ine territory or New Mexico to sell
the governor issued a proclamation
certain school lands to the cities of
of the "conservative" faction of the setting apart a day to be observed
Roswell, Tucumcari, Demlng, Gallup,
as Mothers' Day. I consider It a
MelroSn and Artesia- - annmnrintln? society, is Mrs. Scott's most conspic
great privilege to be permitted to
uous
for
Presithe office of
opponent
$100,000 to the Columbia college; for
name such a day. I hope that
again
two bridges at Red River, Taos coun- dent General. The election will be the practice will be continued In the
held Thursday.
ty; authorizing Taos county to issue
will be
Aside from the business of the con- future so that Mothers' Day
court house bonds; providing relief to
and
vention thn (1plpirRtB wllf find mnnv observed In every state, territory
the Urton Lake project; authorizing
nation.
our
of
great
possession
social features on the program to ocGallup to issue reservoir bonds; for a
It Is proper that one day in each
United States land office at Socorro; cupy their attention during the week. year should be set apart to be especi
for establishing a fish culture station Nearly all the leading churches have ally devoted to thinking of and paying
in New Mexico; for the construction issued special invitations to the visit- tribute to our mothers if alive, and to
ors to attend the Easter services toof a reservoir at Cerro; for the contheir memories If they have passed
morrow.
Wednesday afternoon the
struction of public wells at Byried,
and trainwill be received by the away. By their example
Newklrk. Inleville. Buxton, Venus, delegates
made the American
have
mothers
ing,
President and Mrs. Taft at the White
Hyer, two wells in, Union county; to
people what they are today. Mother's
House.
validate an act of the legislature to
love is synonomous with all that is
;
Jssue certain bonds; confirming title
whatever measure of
good
one has had in
success
and
to Canonclto de Nuanez grant; develhappiness
WILL
CORONATION
to
the guidance
due
Is
purfor
life
water
of
largely
irrigation
opment
and influence of his mother, the woposes in Chaves county; permitting
man who loved him better than any
entry of land chiefly valuable for comCOST
.
one else on earth:
mercial sand and gravel; for ex
Now, therefore, I, William J. Mills,
change of national forest timber for
New
private lands within exterior limits of BRITISH EMPIRE WILL SPEND governor of the Territory of
apand
'
do
for
designate
the
pur
Zuni National Forest;
hereby
Mexico,
TREMENDOUS SUM IN CELE1911, as
May 14th,
Sunday,
chase of a .site and erection of elec
point
BRATING EVENT
Mothers' Day, and recommend that on
trical polwer plant for irrigation puror
at
also
said
or
near
in
Demlng;
day all of our citizens attend
poses
Statesmen and soldiers from every divine worship; that each of them, II
near Portales; giving
pensionable
will
status to U. S. volunteers who had part of the vast British empire
possible, wear a white flower as typicand al of the purity, sweetness and love of
time
at
this
London
in
meet
rendered prior service to Confederate
dazour mothers; and 1 further suggest
states army, etc.; for the construc- symbolize in their presence the
for that all
of
George's
King
priests, ministers and preachtion of a bridge at Walmsley Crossing, zling diversity
colored
the
s eign possessions.
Among
grama-grasthe
the
gospel on that day preach
ers of
Taos county; to eradicate
who have signified their sermons, taking aB their text "Mothers
and
potentates
states
several
dn
caterpillar
are the Ma and Mothers' Love."
territories of the southwest; for the intention to be present
Done at the executive office this,
issuance of patents and copies of sur- harajah of Jeypore, the Maharajah
the
of
Skkim,
of
the
Rajah
Nabha,
the 14th day of April, A. D., 1911.
veys of private land claims; reserving
the Ah-of
Mahraaiah
secJubbulpore,
1
in
1
and
Witness my hand and the great seal
lots
or
sale
from entry
the
of
Kalat,
Khan
the
koond
of
Swat,
P.
W.
13-of the eriitory of New Mexico.
range 4,
tion .33, township
Sultan of
the
of
Nizam
Hyderabad,
of
relief
for
the
By the Governor:
M.. in Sierra county;
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
Artesla school district; creating na- Perak, the Chief of the Solomon is fSeal.)
and NATHAN JAFFA, Sec. of New Mexico
tional battle ground at Gloriot. and lands, the King of the Tonnls, darkThese
to correct the military record of aj the Jam of Navanagar. satin robes
with
their
skinned
rulers,
number of war veterans.
of all the colors of the rainbow, and VIOLATORS OF SUNDAY
their pearls and diamonds, will add
much to the brilliancy and Interest
LIVELY POLITICS IN
of the spectacle, which will cost the
LAWJEING TRIED
to
say
some
$25,000,000,
nation
British
of huge private expenditures. AT RATON, DISTRICT ATTORNEY
RANK80F D. A. R. nothingaddition
to these picturesque
in
REMLEY IS PROSECUTING
the
of
procession, there will
figures
and
WOMEN
VIGOROUSLY
THOUSAND
backwoodsmen
eeucBAi
be gold miners,
aDon-gine- s
the
WASHINGTON
of
empire,
IN
other
r.ATHERING
pioneers
from Australia, Maoris from
Raton, N. M., April 15. At the con
FOR ANNUAL CONGRESS
New Zealand, Indians from canaaa vening of district court yesterday
and Hindus from India; members of morning, the case of the Territory vs.
April
Washington,
from tUe
rfb
e
Henry Garzlno was called which oc
thousand women whose forefathers wlrrlor8 from the
cupied the attention of the court durhelped to achieve .American Indepennuanalaild territor lmr the greater part of the day. Gar
dence are journmg to
Eskimos from zlno is being tried on a suit of in- of the coun- - leg of Britl8h AMca,
from
chinamen
today from every section
a
north
format'on brought by District Attor-ne- k
conUnent tte frozen
try to attend the twentieth
George E. Remley, alleging that
oi
al congress of the bociety Revolufrom all the courts the defendant kept open saloon and
J
of a the
Daughters of the American
work and labor on Sunday,
on. The
British
empire performed in vlo'atlon of the Sunday
pTcities
the
of
sue
p
9th,
to be one of the most
hundreds of thou- - April
law. Attorney H. L. Bickley
cesses held during
Land8 of spectators every nation and closing
for the defense. The case
one thousand
appearing
than
More
will
organization.
tn0 two pole
contested and is be
is
hotly
being
members have already
repr'esented. Thus during the last
more than usual in
number
with
watched
that
times
ing
and tn early day8
city and several
-"
terest.
are expected to put in an apw,n be the capital
,
Another case la that of the Terri
of
In time for the forma, op
of
Brmgh empire
vs. James Leason, charging the
tory
Micuueton
flay.
session all the world. P. Harvey
with keeping open pool
defendant
. will be In
The congress
on "Coronations Past and Present
.v-v- .,nf
hall on Sunday, April 9th. Both suit
the week and already bids in
May Columbian.
contests
are being heard before a jury. It is
fair to be marked by several the of- over
that the jury will be dis
exoected
one
being
the principal
missed sometime today and court
President General. Mrs. HOG MANGLED ROLL
of
the pres- by Judge Roberts, who goes
Matthew T. Scott of Illinois,
a
is
Las
to
the
Vegas Monday to draw the
society,
of
head
ent
OF KANSAS FARMER United States
.
Mrs. William Cum- jury there on that date,
leader
the
evidence In a suit in
York,
hear
New
to
of
also
and
mins Story
the
to
purchase of the Las
reference
MAN
NOW A COFFEYVILLE
Electric
Light and Power com
Vegas
UNCLE SAM TO RESTORE
pany. It is his intention to return to
$2,700
Raton later and hold a week's session
of court hearing civil suits without
April 15. Jeremiah
Washineton.
The session just closing nas
Oulnn of Coffeyvllle, Kan., is in Wash jury.
Genuine
most remarkable one from the
a
a been
Always Buy
ington on a peculiar mission. Unly
of business transacted
atntidnnint
wMk aeo Quinn was a happy man
been
largely due to the busi
has
This
which
but that was before the episode
nesslike
dispatch with, which Assonlaced a blight upon his happiness
Roberts has utilized tho
Justice
ciate
a roll of bills legal tender ror ?z,uu,
miirt'R machinery during the past
a hungry hog and a long walk across
three week's sessions.
reasons
the country are some of the
s
life
In
Qulnn
fnr the lack of gaiety
Carelessly carrying the roll of 2,700
in IiIh hin Docket, Qulnn went to feed
h hoes. In stooping over for a pall
of milk and bran, the roll of bills
droned from his pocket before
It may be the food.
hnmrrv hog. Before Qulnn could in
terfere, the hog had the bills in his
Try
mouth and was chewing them com
No macerating. taachine
nlacently.
in the treasury department couia nave
the
killed
Qulnn
done a better job.
Sold
hns? and brought it to Washington
with as much of the macerated money
as he could gather up. r.rt

MEASURES

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

WITH

FORE-DOO-

MODEL

R

"

MOTHERS' DAY

Turn
Don't boat your
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Agents,
New

The

First National Bank

JJJJ

--

J

Lao Vegao Light

Power

Ct
Go.
Phone Main 206.

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

CALL ON US

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
- - Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

F0RJY0U SEE WE HAVE

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

or isp to Datc novelties

Citio

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed .

Tie Clasps
Brooches
Neck Chains
Coat Chains
x

FREE!!

FREE!
We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of our PRIDE FLOUR

Cloisonne Enamel Shirt Waist'Sets and Collar Pins

ft

Mills!
Las
Roller
Vegas
I

,

Fobs, Etc.

I

Phone Main 131

m Caupert's
Retail Prices:- -

DRY CLEANING

lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 10 Ibi.
200 ibi., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30o per 100 lbs.
5o lbs., to 200 Ibi., each delivery 40o per 100 lbs.

2,000

1,000 lbs.,

m

-

'

Mexico.

ESTABLISHED 18 7.6

$25,000,000

".everal

rjcrmo to flying, uoo
tho Vacuum Cleaner.
Piclro up dirt and
gcrmo. VJo rent tho
cleaner for $1 a day,

B.

Las Vegas,

car-pc- to

and atari tho

$800.00
Detroit
F. O.

and-holy-

cons

HI(WdHQCB

Flanders "20"

Less than

'

SO

lbs., each delivery, 60o par 100 lbs.

PURA COMPANY
AGUA
fetorers and tMatrlbutors of Naitaml Ice, tb

Harvester,

lasting qualities
Douglan

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

of which have made Las Vegas famous.

u4
TOI

The Karcful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

'

'

Avenue.

parity
Office

614 Lincoln Avenue

bt

.

t,oif.

ToOet

as!

Its Beneficial Effects
the

ancl1

ofSftJHA

If "Out of Fix"

itinnufacturedbyihe

...

ty alMfdinq

Q rape

Nuts

mem

u

am

I'tr

tTT

SunnyBrooi

em.

z

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

"There's a Reason"

OneSizeOn!50BtUe

V

ih

BONO

Brook Disnufw

sanonanrnmw.

1

ORDER THROUGH

Ave.,

Whiskey
iwwy

THE MEYERS CO.
Heals w. silver

'

X

i

J
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4

EVERY ITEM

Lawn Mowers

m

ncsday,ApHI17th, lOth and 3th

Flour, a 48 lb.

.

Good Breakfast Bacon (by

the slab) per

18c

Fancy Breakfast Bacon, by the slab, per lb

21c

.....122o

Fancy Salt Pork, per lb

12'c

to 8 lb. average, per lb

6

Fancy Hams,

10

loth to 6 P.M.Tuesday 18th

to 14 Ib.s average, per

lb...

16c

10 lb. Can Pure Lard, for

$1.20

Lace

LOCAL NEWS

Old

Crowsold over the

bar

at

Long's Buffet
Lunch every morning at

10

o'clock

at Long's Buffet

60c

3 lb. Can

Pure Lard, for

45s

Davis, ladles' tailored and
1017 Tllden. Telephone
gowns.
fancy

Lard Compound for

95c

Main 357.

Lard, for

50c

Easter Sunday the White Kitchen

$1.50

will serve two special dinners, from
11:30 to 1:30, and from 5:00 to 7:30.
Come early.

Cottolene

10 lbs.

4 lbs Cottolene
15o

60c

Can Farm House Brand Tomatoes for

12c,

1214c can White Lilly Brand Tomatoes for 10c,
15c

can Farm House Early June Peas for

20c can Monarch Okra for 12J2c ,
2 cans Reindeer Brand Sweet

1

12c,

dozen cans. . .$1.43

1

dozen

1

1

cans.... $1.10

dozen cans.. $1.40

dozen cans for

$1.40

Potatoes.....

25c

Large cans Reindeer White Hominy for

10c

12J4o White Horse Brand Fancy Sugar Corn for

10c

Antelope Brand Sugar Corn, 3 cans for

25c

35c can White Horse Brand Asparagus Tips

for...

25c

3 cans Columbian Milk for

25c

Jar Hawkeye Fruit Butter

A quart Mason

25c

15c can Imported Sardines for

10c

8 Bars Diamond C Soau for

25c

7 Bars Magic Washer Soap for

25c

7 Bars Pearl White Soap for

,.

25s

4 Bars Fels Naphtha Soap for

Family size package Quaker Rolled Oats for
3 lbs. new 2 Crown Loose Muscatel Raisin..

25c
25c

v

25c

2 Its. Extra Fancy Muscatel Raisins, for
Standard

new Dried

, 25c

Peaches, per lb

10c

Fancy new Dried Peaches, per lb..
Fancy Dried Apricots, per

12J4c

lb

15e

Gallon cans Pie Apples, for.
Gallon cans Pie Plume, for

30c
303

,

Gallon cans Pie Grapes, for

30a

Gallon cans Pie Rhubarb,

25c

Large can Table Peaches, for

15c

Large can Table Grapes, for

150

Large can Table Plums, for

150

6 lbs. Extra Fancy Jap 8tyle Rice, for

25c

3 lbs. Extra Fancy Louslana Head Rice, for

25c

8 Boxes Search Light Matches, for

25c

We place nd limit on the amount yeu

wish to purchase, and guarantee

every article

En

Phone Main 193 or Main 194'

8

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

This afternoon Governor Mills, M.n.
M'lls and Miss Madeline Mills weio
taken out to view the Agua Pura com
pany's big dam in Peterson canyon.
The trip was made In a motor car.

YOU

ARE

INVITED, TO INSPECT

v.m.1.

.f

a jb,.;?.

Ketchup....
Ketchup..

30

Square Deal"

An Awful Blow

Cost of Living and a Gentle

40
1.00

20
.25
.25
.25
.23
.45
.70
1.40
.25

n

18

lbs. Granulated

100

.25
.25
.25
23

Sugar

$1.00

lbs. Granulated Sugar.

.. ,$5.75

lb. sack Cream Loaf Flour $1.50

48

other brand on the market.
48 lb.

.20

sack Rose of Kansas . .$1.40

As good as the other fellow
.25
25

2

The very best on the market,

i

dozen Fresh Ranch E"ggs...
lbs. Pure Lard

10
25
1.75
95

5

lbs. Pure Lard

.50
35

3

lbs. Pure Lard

2fl0

$1.10

......

1

large size Pearline

20o

1 lb.

package Pearline

lOc

6

small packages

3

packages Vermicelli

25c

3

packages Macaroni

25o

3

packages Spaghetti

, 25e

3

packages Noodles

Pearline....

25c

25o

5 ibs. Japan

Rice...,

'25.0

20 lbs. Japan

Rice..

'.$1.00

eoc
1

large can Corn Syrup,

reg-

50c

lbs. Compound...

10

25
.25

25c

lbs. Acme Creamery Butter. 55o

1.C5

25

cans Alamo Lye

sells for a higher price.

25

25

4

Just a little better than any

.5

Eno-Lob-

Franco-America-

Tap on Your Pocket Book

1.10

.......... .iunt;

lbs. Compound Lard
10 lbs. Compound Lard
5 lbs. Compound Lard.......
3 lbs. Compound Lard
2 cans
Walker's Hog and
Hominy, 2s
6 cans Walkers'
Hog and
Hominy, Is
4 cans Blue Sea Tuna
a
2 cans
(for salads) .
2 cans Special Cooked
Tripe.
3 cans
Pot- ted Beef
5 cans Rex Deviled Meat
1 lb. Eddy's Baking Powder
(In glass)
4 packages
Crescent Corn
Starch
8 Golden Bloaters for
4 lbs. Good
Old Fashioned
Hickory Nuts
6 lbs. Good Old
Fashioned
Black Walnuts
2 cans Rex Chicken and Ham
20

the High

to

45

ular
95c

v

3

60c size

lbs. Evaporated

40c

Peaches....

25c

....

35c

5

lbs. Compound

50c

3

lbs. Compound

30c

2 lbs. 25o lb. Apricots

8

Bars D. C. Soap..

25c

Standard

,

Hams........

15c

'
100
.25
25

Bars D. C.

Soap.... f".. $3.00

Standard Bacon,...,

18c

15

;j;CI

,

.25
25
25

;.

Grocer

25

Pate

!

J, HPSTEARN5
0.r--

25

cans Llbby's Melrose Pate.
1 large box
Shlnon Silver
Polish
4 Bars "Novo" (same as Sa-pollo for cleaning)
2

.25
.

05
25

Every Article a Bargain. Come
and Buy all You Want
During this Special
Sale for Cash ..

The Finest Display of Easter
Flowers Ever Seen in Las Veas
ORDER

1 VOl

RS

Store Phone Main 46?,

vjm;

30
.15

quart Good
lbs. "Green Hill" Apple Butter (Stone Jar)
5 lbs. Ferndell
Fruit Jams
-- On stone)
l gal. P. V. or Old Manse
Maple Syrup
1 Carton S. L. Matches
10 Bars "Tepee" Laundry Soap
9 Bars D. C.
Laundry Soap..
6 Bars Crystal White Laundry
Soap
6 Bars Lenox Laundry
Soap.
3 lbs. Pure Lard for
5 lbs. Pure Lard for
10 lbs. Pure Lard for...
4 lbs. Mexican B ans (clean).
4 lbs. Navy Beans (select)...
4 lbs. Japan Rice
(clean) ....
3 packages Domestic Macaroni
3 packages Domestio
Spaghetti.
80 oz.' "Health Club"
Baking
Powder
,,
25 oz. "Health Club"
Baking
Powder '
15 oz. "Health Club"
Baking
Powder, 2 for
10 oz. "Health dub"
Baking
Powder, 3 for....
3 cans Sugar Corn
12 cans California Tomatoes.
3 cans American Beauty Succotash
4 cans I. X. L. Frijoles and
Chill

X

20 Per Cent Off
FOR THREE DAYS

EARLY

Perry Onion & Son
.'rj.'- -

Good

tin

BERG
ER
GREEN
"A

3

Te-ce-

s

pint

1

Judge Clarence J. Roberts will be
here Monday to look after several
matters requiring his attention. One
of these is formal approval of the
sale of the plant and franchises
of the Las Vegas Railway & Power
company and the drawing of the venires for the San Miguel county district court.

GROCER.

'

HAY WARD CO. STORE.

1

Wardens end
en National avenue.
vestrymen will be elected and other
important business will be transacted.
Holy communion will be celebrated
Jn the church Tuesday morning at
10:30 o'clock.

Oranges
Grape Fruit

yourself. We have
Russian and Sailor
Suits from 2j to
10. Knickers for
the boys 7 to 17.

.15

pint Good Ketchup

Lettuce
Monday evening at 8 o'clock, the
Radishes, White and Red annual
fleeting of the congregation
White Asparagus
Memorial Episcopal
of St. Panr
Green Asparagus
church Will be held in the guild hall

SEE SPECIAL "AD."
&

1 Dr. Price's "Allgraln"......
1 lb. Unrivaled
Japan Tea

Turkeys

Strawberries

"Extragood"
Clothes ask your
neighbor who has,
then come here

.;...

For Easter We Will
Have Home Grown

I. H. STEARHS.

GRAAF

Rex Hams
17c
Bacon (per pound)
3 pkgs. Dr.
Price's Rolled
Oats
1
Quaker Rolled Oats...
All lOo package Crackers, 3 for
All 15c package Crackers, 2 for
1 Cream of Wheat..
..." .15

To the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Englnemen belongs the
distinction of giving the first dance
following Lent Tuesday evening the
armory will be visited by from 150
to 200 couples who will trip the light
fantastic as guests of the Brotherhood.
The firemen and englnemen
have planned an enjoyable evening's
Property owners on Railroad ave
nue have made arrangements for the dancing. The best of music has been
of a cross walk on that engaged and the armory floor has
building
been put In excellent condition.
thoroughfare between Center street
and Douglas avenue. The walk will be
One of the big social affairs of the
laid from the White lKtchen to the
will be the dance to be given
spring
Castaneda and will prove a great con
venience, especially in muddy weather on Friday evening, May 5, by Las
Vegas Council No. 804, of the Knights
In alighting from the cars- of Columbus. For several weeks variAbout April 24 or 25 is the date ous committees have been at work
upon which the Young Men's Drama- making arrangements for the affair.
tic club of the West Side will stage They have planned to make it most
the enjoyable. Invitations will be issued
in the Mackel
house
opera
in the near future. The dance will
Convict."
the
"Tony
stirring play,
occur
in the armory.
The club has put on several other
success
and
it
is
with
expected
plays
that "Tony the Convict" will be n6 ,Young folk of the society crowd.
i
Sre looking forward with pleasure to
exception,
the dance to be given Wednesday
evening by the Fortnightly club. The
young people have not bad an op
portunlty to dance since the beginning
of Lent and a big crowd is sure to
turn out to the balle. The dance will
be held in Rosenthal's hall, where the
club has enjoyed many dances in
other seasons- -

Bananas

PAGE FIVE

In the cleaning process we
use only softened and filtered
water, which means a whiten eas
and cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
necessary saving to the delicate net in the washing process

Among out of town people who will
attend "Christopher Junior," Monday
night's attraction at the Duncan, will
be Governor and Mrs. Mills and their
daughter. They reserved tickets for
the show from Santa Fe last night by
long distance telephone.

Tangerines

ON

for caring
for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details
of handling.

.

The wildest and most vicious horse
in San Miguel is desired at Amusement park tomorrow. One of the
features of the big program will be
broncho busting and it Is a safe bet
the horse will be ridden.

Spinach
Peas
Green Beans
Wax Beans
New Potatoes
Tomatoes
Celery

feet-tin-

25

Fancy Greeley Potatoes ...r
:.
.65
50 lbs. Fancy
PotaGreeley
toes
i.i5
100 lbs. Fancy
Greeley Potatoes
2.20
24 lbs. Wolfs Patent Flour. .
.70
48 lbs. Wolf's Patent Flour. . . 1.35

We have every appliance
necessary coupled with the
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

pressing. Prompt delivery. Satisfac
tion guaranteed. The Parisian Dry
Co. Phone
Cleaning and Preseing
Main 35.

'Choice-Apple-

!

25 &bj

Mrs- -

We ere prepared to take care of
any and all kinds of cleaning and

lbs.

y i......;

bought;

your boy's clothing of us you know
what to expect of
the next Suit. If you
have not been
g

Grajualatei Sugar. .. .$1.00
lO'lbsFajncy Greeley Pota-

toes

Our department

Pure Lard, fori

5 lb. Can Compound

18

Curtains

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

S lb. Can

10 lb. Can

you've

$1.00
lb

Picnic Hams,

Place your con-- ;
fidence in this
make and it will
mean greater econ-- )'
omy.
If in the past

...$1.35

Granulated Sugar

18 lbs.

$1.40

task k for

for Your Boys

From 7 A. M. Saturday the

MAIN 379

M

Extragbod" Clothes

?J

FOR

LUDW1GPHONE
Wfl. ILFELD
Diamond

Tlothers, You Can Always Rely On

A

BARGAIN

Get your lawn mower in shape. Now we are prepared to sharpen them better than whjji new

for HIon day, Tuesday and Wed'
1

Old Homestead Flour, a 43 lb. tack, fop

1

Knoh

Pbone 276.

.

On Everything Except

Hoosier Cabinets

FOR. CASH

AT

BOUCHER'S J?
:C.; JQHNS EN & SO N
"The
Man"
.

Coffee

t.r,

...

"Complete Furnishers of........
the Home"
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HISS CECILIA MAY

IP

FADS AND
FASHIONS.

BREAKS OFF HER
ENGAGEMENT

New York, April 15. At their recent
few separate skirts shown are quite
openings the importers have shown as wide as we have ever known
them,
a wonderful variety of the most beau 2 4
to' 2
of
at
and
yards
least,
vr
"
MY
COLONEL tiful trimming materials ever dis
walking length.
WON T WED ROBERT
Played here. The manufacturers have
Peplum jackets are decidedly pre
indeed surpassed all previous rec valent
BACON, JR.
among the spring suit impor
ords In rgeard to variety, texture.
tations from Paris. The French wo
color, design and artistic beauty of men have never
Washington
taken kindly to our
April
these materials. Never before have
family differences have broken so
strictly "tailored suits," which they
many beautiful laces and such considered too mannish. All sorts of
off the
engagement, announced aboat clever imitations
of handmade laces clever little ruses are used to intro
a month ago, between
Mias Cecil!
been shown as this year. Hold laces
duce the individual and1 feminine note
May, the beautiful young
daughter of of the filet and Venetian types are
in Parisian apparel, the present meth
Colonel Henry May, and
Robert Low among the most emphasized types of
od being the peplum coat, which may
Bacon, Jr., son of the ambassador
to the season's trimmings, though there be
long, 6hort, plain or fancy, accord.
France. The parents of Miss
May are plenty of French laces, filmy as
lng to the general style of the suit.
have Issued a etatement to
the effect cobwebs, and the fine old needlework
models
Many of th
t.au me wedding will not take "place laces of the
lighter sort are eminent have the pephim attached to the Jac
announcement that 'j uvBirauie ior many purposes, as ket from one to four inches above
me romance was ended caused
are the clever imitations of them. the waist line. Often
it is cut to fit
surprise In society here, for both the Never has the imitation or
copying the figure, following the lines of the
young people are immensely
ox real laces reached such
perfection
popular.
coat The reason of its popu
as it has this year, and it is often plain
e
Although the date
is that the suggested waist
marrlaga difficult
larity
was noi lormauy fixed, it was
even for an expert to dis line admits of
many style develop
und,r.
stood that the ceremony was
to take tmguish some of the machine-madments, such as buttons, braiding and
near the end of this month, or reproductions from the real thing.
stitching. The peplum will be popThe heavy tilets,
in May, at the latest. A
Venetians and ular because it no more belongs to
of
couple
combinations are used upon the film- - the slim woman than
eens ago there was a rumor of
it does to the
postponement to August, but this was 1st of stuffs, and though guimpes are woman of embonpoint, though both
as a rule exceedingly' sheer, the, great
iorgotten, and no one suspected that
may adopt it with safety and the as
makers do not hesitate to introduce surance that
there was likely to be a hitch.
it gives a touch of in
a guimpe of heavy lace when their
dividuality even to a plain suit. There
Cardinal Gibbons, who was to
per fancy suggests such a whim. The is such an infinite
variety of ways to
ioral tne ceremony, had granted a dis collars shown in
the shops are wor alter the waist line and introduce old
pensation to Miss May, who is a Ca- thy of careful
study this year and fastenings that one is not surprised
tholic, to wed Mr. Bacon, a Protea- many of them
might easily be dupli- at' the number of peplums on the mod
i.
ianu
iviany arrangements for the cated, especially as the importers
event had been completed. The wed- show collars of lace on embroidered els of French modistes, whose entire
purpose is to make no two suits II
ding was to take place at the home muslin in a great variety of shapes. alike.
of the bride's parents in this city.
They also show collars of these ma
Parasols show a greater variety
Miss May's parents, while saying terials so designed that they may
than usual this season, but whether
that the decision was final, declined be separated into sections and chang the
variety adds to the charm is a de
' to tell
the cause. Nothing can be ed in shape or size without impairing batable
of the
question, for
learned except that there were differ- the design of embroidery or lace. Gir novelties are added many .
without being
ences between the two families.
dles, sashes, jabots, guimpes, all these beautiful and on tlx 7hole the more
Directly after the announcement of details are important and one can familiar shapes and simpler deta;w
the engagement was made Ambassa- obtain a host of valuable hints con- seem more attractive than the radical
dor Bacon came home on a flying vis- cerning them from the French model Innovations. The
parasol in plain
fashionable heavy silk of nodisli
it It was believed that the wedding frocks in the various
coloring, with
shopswas to take place while he was ber
handsome but severe stick is always
As was to be expected, the tailored
vvnen Ambassador and Mrs. Bacon
popular, and, really, nothing looks
favor. better for ordinary summer
arrived their son's fiancee was among suit promises to remain in
purposes.
and
inch This
twenty-sithe friends who greeted them. Dur Trwenty-fbu- r
spring it appears in all of the
are distinctly the loveliest' new shapes, and the taste
ing their stay they were guests of straightcut jackets
best
fastened
with three or four for vivid but beautiful color noticething,
of the Navy and Mrs
Secretary
In some cases; the fronts are able
buttons.
throughout fashion's province
Meyer. The Ambassador' and Mrs.
Bacon returned to Paris several days square cut, in others rounded, while finds expression in parasols too.
a few have the cutaway effect. Sever
Emerald and salad green, the
P.go.
al of the new styles are fastened very
reds and cerise shades, the deep
In the few days the Bacons were
in front, and among the most violets and
high
purples, the King's and
here several family conferences with favored collars are the
notch, shawl French blues all figure in the plain
the Ma.; took place.. It was ja.t .af and sailor
varieties, the last most parasol covers, and the handle may
ter the ambassador Lad gone back-tha- t
prominent of all.
be a simple affair of natural wood, a
the rumor was heard that the
The skirts for these suits are still carved and
painted semblance of flow
wedding was to be postponed. The cut on narrow lines, but not extreme. er or
bird or animal, or a beaded de
the
families
said
web
feeling between
measuring at least two to two and sign. Many beaded handles are used
not to be cordial. It is now believed
f
yards around the bottom. In on the parasol sticks, the Jet beads
that the match was broken off at many of the narrower skirts flat being especially liked, though in caso
that time.
pleats are let in at the front, back of a colored parasol the handle is
Since the departure of the ambassa- or side, to give ease in "walking. All often studded with colored
stones
dor the young couple have gone their of this is true of the severely tailored matching the cover.
models are also in
Colored covers veiled in black net.
separate ways socially, "but there has suits;
of these are marquisette, lace or chiffon and lace
however.
Many
favor,
that.
been no remark upon
The often have black
some in surrah.
jet beaded handles,
Following the announcement of the in satin and
24
inches
20
to
long,
from
are
and one finds these handles too upon
was
given jackets
engagement a big reception
faand though many have been cut. in the absurd parasols of ,black velby Colonel and Mrs. May, and the
raised waist line char vet which were used abroad last sum.
mous Harvard oarsman and his beau box effect, the
of
the
acteristic
Empire styles is also mer and have appeared here this
congra
tiful sweetheart were warmly
evidence.
season. Velvet in colors is also usea
in
tulated-ba host of friends.
is gained in but the black velvet is more attrac
effect
This
Empire
oi
Miss May is the second daughter
tive than any other. Linings for the
ways, someumeu mo
inei Her elder sister, Miss various
IUO v"'-'"'and is joined to a velvet may be contrasted or In the
shortwaisted
cut
is
'and back color of the velvet.
Isabel, has .been a belle of Washin
peplum. Again, the front
ton for several seasons.
cut straight, but the side
are
Laca parasols seem to enjoy a revlv
forms
a position
several al of their former favor and in many
Young Bacon, who has
a raised seam
have
forms
in the state department, paid ardent inches above the normal waist line. cases lace is combined with embroid
court to the vivacious Miss Cecilia. As a third variety, the Empire effect ered linen or muslin.
of
He had many rivals to contend witn, is gained by the manipulation
Some of the smartest of the new
budding
several
r.um
ravors
them
Paris also
oarasols are decorated with hand- among
trimmings.
and boleros, some with a small painted floral designs in delicate col
introduced to jackets
,!- uii
"
HUBS V.Ciii"frill at the bottom to give a nnisn- ors. Others have appliques and inser
which follow the tion of lace. A few are beaded.
Washington society about a year ago tlUg IVUVU" Tha.
a slen- new
as
She is twenty years old, with
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
citoyenne styles are known
same oitnvenne
the
and
boleros.
der, willowy figure,
d
moaeis
Manv of the
invnrim of hair as her sisier,
OLD CHURCH ENDS CAREER
r
Vit is of a lustrous brown, instead of show
sleeves, nearly al
witn
one
New York, April 15. The doors of
raven black. She possesses
ways cut in kimono form, or
e
women
Saints' church, one of the oldest
All
the
lhe
the body of the garment,
full the charm for which
new Protestant Episcopal churches In New
oeen
another
i
is
collar
have
long
Corday
of the May family
touch. It is rounded in the back, and York, where worshiped the descendShe Is devoted to
Trtous.
in
games
athletic
comes over the shoulders to form ants of the old Knickerbockers
sports and it was in the
toforever
close
South-v.ntwill
sometimes
are
years gone by,
revers in front, which
at the May's country home at
did crossed in fichu style, so as to meet morrow at the conclusion of the EastTj. I., that young Bacon
incroyahie er sermon of its venerable rector, the
line. The
most of his wooing, being generally at the waist
as the Rev. Dr. William N. Dunnell. With
well
as
water
also
shown,
. TirfnAr on the
revers are
.
MISS veu" " i'"
be the death of its older parishioners and
are
which
revers
just
soft
draped
h .n various matches.
favor.
the removal of the younger element
into
come
Baltimore ginning to
The Mays are a .wealthy
suits farther uptown, AH Saints', like many
dressiest
the
in
very
Rxrent
-nv f old American stocK. oiu
C. skirts are of walking length Nearly other churches in lower Manhattan,
i. a relative of William
are made with has seen its congregation dwindle to
York. Miss Isabel all the French suits
5 inches wiae, the vanishing point within the past
Whitney of New
1
to
were cuuu. an inside belt,
May and Alice Roosevelt Miss Helen which gives the raised waist line. The fw years.
ru-i- ita
is a chum of
-- tudious
and talented daughof
one
was
nrosident. She
The highest type of happiness Is
Countess Alen
of
.v- - M Maamaids
reached by having children In the
Lilt?
home; but the coming of the little
- uernstorff. daughter of the
ones is often attended with apprewedding
at
her
ambassador,
German
hension and dread. Mother's Friend
Z7,
March
Pourtales
If used by the expectant mother in
Bacon, jr., is twenty IN
preparation of the ordeal, carries
her through the crisis with safety.
i. alntaing strict silence,
affair is mu.h
necessary
all
in
nature
assists
physical
and to everybody the
This great remedy
the
tern, affords bodily comfort during
of a mystery.
qualities of
formanerbab
in every
synuneof
MOtner 8 inenu auajro anu",
Narcotic
a
Not
Medldne-a
heal-h- y
way contributes to strong,
in
Kidney Pills containof estab- motherhood. Mother's Friend is
gredients
form
Write for our
for the reiiei sold at drug stores.
lished therapeutic value and bladder free book containing valuable inforall kidney
?.d cure of i
Fills are an- - mation for expectant mothers.
me.mdney
restorative. Re- BRADFIELD EEGTJXATOB CO,
iL'T ZVJZ"
O. G. Schaefer and
Atlanta, Ga.
Red Cross Drug Co.
1-- 2
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take pleasure in announcing to our many friend and
patrons that we have removed
to finer and larger quarters, at 610 Douglas
Avenue, where we will be better enabled
to accommodate bur
constantly increasing trade and continue In our endeavor to
offer the best of everything in Men's
'
Wearing Apparel.

WE

BETTER THAN EVER
,

B m

w

v,uF3,

vuuvi

uuuerwear, wnicn never.ians to satisfy.

LOCAL AGENTS
FOR

6vl

BOSTON AH FAMOUS SHO

-

the

S

We can give permanent satisfaction to
most critical and fastidious men, by sell-

ing them our footwear.

x

We have gone the limit in the selection
of our Spring Line of Bostonian Dress Shoes.
Prices, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00.

--

one-hal-

semi-dress-

y

We are now located in our ne(W store, 610 Douglas Ave.,
between Sixth and Seventh streets, and are selling out o(ur
entire stock, of goods moved from our old stand, as our time
was limited and we had to move to our new place. Our
prices are right and our values unsurpassed. Take advanof our sale and save
tage

money.

Special on Suits.
The following prices on our suits are sure to satisfy, and
the styles are of the latest, and the quality of the best;
t

$12.00 quality
18.50

20.00

semi-tailore-

suits,
quality suits,
quality suits,

$ 6.95
1.95
13.95
1

three-quarte-

HATS ORR

nar-lott-

THAT IS, YOUR OLD HAT.
t

Its high time you had a new spring soft hat. and that it
should be a Roelofs "Smile ' Hat-o- nly
$3.00. We have
them in all shades and models, for the old gentleman as well
as for the young men.

2

fHILDREN

tw

hint' Bargains

SOFT SHIRTS WITH

Miend

'"I'

ATTAGHED

)

zszz..-

$1.38

.75 Blue and fancy colors.:

3HE 3EQ JSL
TO
eiO DOUGLAS AVE.

fjtaeB0nln

Mothers

GOLLARS

$2.00 French Flannel Shirts, at

Between 6th and 7th Streets

i'

-

-

-

M

East Las VegasNew Mexic.

a

'Mi-

i
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GOSSIP of SPORT

f

BASEBALL

NOTES
v

COLUMN

6fTIC

j

"Peaches" Graham still refuses to
sign for the salary offered by the Boston Nationals.
Pitchers Adams and Camnitz look
to be winning babies with the Pirates
VI
the present season-JimmCallahan of the White Sox
vajmijlx first class dining room
girl. Inquire Montezuma restaurant has "come back" with belhs on, and
he says he Intends to remain until OcWANTED Two or three furnished tober.
rooms for light housekeeping. Must
Outfielder Cobb of the Lincoln
be close In and reasonable. Ad Western league team, is a brother of
dress Box 291, City.
Tyrus of the Tigers. They say young
Cobb is some gardener.
The offices of the National league
In New York are now located in the
FOR SALE New
house on cor new Metropolitan
skyscraper floor
ner. Three lots, large pantry, 11 13. Good
night!
closets. Modern except heat. Bar
Charlie Hamphill, the veteran Highgain for party needing convenient
is playing great ball this
lander,
borne. Liberal terms. Would ac
ana looks to be good for a
spring
smal'er
desirable
cept
place as part
payment. C. M. Daugherty, 1004 place among the leaders.
The Cleveland Naps figure that they
Third street.
can stand the pace, even If the1 veteFOR SALE Good span mules.
In ran pitcher, Young, should enter the
Quire Lee Gerard, San Miguel Bank. o'd folkB' home.
"Kid" Elberfeld, of the Washington
FOR SALE High grade piano. Used team, is troubled with a weak shoulvery little. In excellent condition. der this spring, but he keeps right on
Will sell for half of cost price. the job Just the same.
Terms if desired. Bor 291, City.
Severeid is the correct way to spell
the name of the young ' Cincinnati
FOR SALE Cheap, a $75 refrigerator catcher. The name Is
pronounced as
fa use only a short time. Inquire if it were spelled "Severed."
1107 Douglas.
Word from Chicago has it that
Beaumont and Steinfeldt have refus
FOR SALE A good bedroom furni- ed to
go to St Paul, and declare that
ture and bedding by F. J. Cutler,
they will not play iwlth the minors.
Plaza.
And now It Is reported that Arthur
has been oeffred $25,000 to
Irwin
FOR SALE Two buff Leghorn roosters. Call Main 31.

anted

For Sale

coach baseball teams In Japan. Want
any more dope like that? No? Gld'
dap.
Bill Dahlen has a likely looking lot
of Dodgers this season and Brooklyn
stands a good chance, of getting back
on the baseball map once more.
With Overall out of the game and
"King" Cole ill with malaria, the Cubs
will have to do some fancy steps to
keep up a front in the National League
struggle.
' Trying to get the goat of a young
ster in the early part of the season
is In vogue at present Several Ameri
can league pitchers are spreading the
dope that Joe Jackson of the Naps,
is a shine, that he can't hit this ball
or that ball, and that they will make
a monkey out of him. Joe Is Tues
day to the bull, and says that he will
be right at the plate, waiting for the
slants of the wise pitchers.

17wood0

HsLnjnn

Have Your Laivnmoiver Sharpened
BY THE VERY LATEST METHOD

1

;

FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicles, $14.00 per 100. Money
must accompany order. Mrs. Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2.

THE LOBBY

WITH THE F.GHTERS

light-weig-

"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's

Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B.
KendrlckRasaca, Ga. "It Is the best

rooms for
822 Douglas.

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. Bath and elec-- ) CHAPMAN
trie light. One 7 room house. Bath
and electric light Inquire '820
Gallinas.
,

ANO

PERSONAL
SECRKT3 FOR WOMEN Send 2o
stamp for catalog of Special Rub-be- r
Goods Remedies and Toilet
Necessities. Feirbank Supply House
Avenue,
Dept, 389 T., 60 Wabash
x
Cb'cago, DL
LADIES Make supporters, $12 per
.liundred; no canvassing; material
furnished. Stamped envelope for
.
particulars. Wabash Supply Co.,
Dept., V 389, Chicago.
'

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Thomas Warrick, Laa Vegas, N. M.
t:
One gray mare about 12
year old.
Branded
f- -J
On left shoulder
On left Up
Branded
Said animal being unknown to Wis
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
"before April 24, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be Bold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 4, last pub April 14,11
To-wl-

I1
kjj

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
mitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
One red and white steer
About 6 years old, weight about 800
,
pounds.
,
Branded
On left ribs i
Said animal being unknown U this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
.before April 25, 11. said date being 10
laye after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque. N. M.
First pub. April 6, last pub. April 15, '11
To-wl- t:

BUSINESS

i
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Ladleal Ask jo.r VraMlM lm I
mmmmlHtnU.
al5U
I'll Is 1 K4 nd tioU
tales, MUed with Blue Klbbo,
Tmkm

mther. Bur f tm
Askfor UI- - Ilk-TbllliilMII IJU 1 Ml ftu la known
fts Btst, Skfest, A!wr Ritt u
yen
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERnVHififc

lmcirt.
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HANDLED

NEXT TIME YOUR MOWER NEEDS SHARPENING
BRING IT IN. OR. NOTIFY US, AND WE WILL
MAKE
IT CUT SO NICELY THAT IT WILL SURPRISE YOU

DIRECTORY

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & RED MEN
Meej in Fraternal Broth
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
A. M. Regular com-

KNIGHTS

TEMPLAR

Thursday of each monti, eighth
run,
thirtieth
breath. Visiting
brothers always welcome to the
wigwam. W. O. Wood, aacheBi;
David Flint, chief ot records and
collector of wampum.

Reg

day in each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D- Boucher. S. C: Chas. Tamme. Re
corder.
F.
CHAPTER ' NO.
VEGAS
LAS
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular

Your Twloney Back if Not

B. P. O.

43ular conclave second Tues

.

ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. J.
K. Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

ALSO A PULL LINE OP

O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at Fra-ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Brothers are cordially Invited. G.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
Condon, Secretary

convocation first Monday
in each month at Ma
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
m. J. A. Rutledge, H- - KNIGHTS OF
COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
p . r.has H. Snorleder.
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
secretary.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
building.
Visiting members are
E.
O.
NO.
2,
RANSFORD CHAPTER
Invited. W. R. Tipton, G.K.;
S. Meets second and fourth ThursE. P. Mackel, F. S.
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; . O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE
NO.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
1. Meets every
Monday evening at
Mrs. Minerva A, Howell, Secretary.
their hall on Sixth street All visit
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Ing brethren cordially invited to attend.
Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
NO
1,
LODGE
EL , DORADO
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
OF PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
Secretary; W, E. Crites, treasurer;
every Monday eve
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ning in Castle hall
Visiting Knights are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD.
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
invited.
cordially
Meets the second and fourth TuesChas. E. Liebsch'
days of each month in the W. O.
nler. Chancellor
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Commander. Harry
Christopher
Clay, Venerable
Consul; George
Martin, Keeper of
Laemmie, Clerk. Visiting NeighRecords and Seal
bors are cordially Invited.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
DENTISTS.
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
and third Wednesdays of each
F. R. LORD
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A
DENTIST
Givens, Secretary. Visiting mem
Office Pioneer Building
bers cordially invited.
Rooms 3 and 4
Phone Main 67
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO. Office
Phone Main 413
102 Meets every Monday night at Residence
their hall In the Schmidt building,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
west of Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock. Visiting members are corDENTIST
dially welcome. Fred Phillips, presi
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C, Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
Bally, Treasurer. ,
at office and residence.

'

GUARANTEED GARDEN HOSE,
Spades, Hoes, Rakes, Garden Seed

C2

and Everything for the Garden

cor-diall- y

TELEPHONE, MAIN 49

"

J.

fJHICHESTERSPllLS

DINNERS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth-e- n
OR RENT OR SALE Complete
cordially Invited.
moving picture outfit Including; William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
A' grand piano. L. G. Calhoun, Real Sporleder, Secretary,
Estate Agent.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
4

.

couch remedv on the markat for
coughs, colds and croup." For sale
ny an druggists.

For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished
light housekeeping at

WE

Abe Attell is out of the game at
present on account of a bad arm.
Jimmy Coffroth will stage the Ad
Wolgast-Franki- e
Burns fight for the
championship, in San
Francisco, May 27.
"Cyclone" Thompson, Hugo Kelly,
Frank Klause and Jack Dillon should
get together in a series of bouts and
find out who is the real middleweight
champion.

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR

THE

HAVE ERECTED IN OUR PLANT ONE OP
THE FAMOUS IDEAL LAWNMOWER
GRINDERS, a machine especially built for the
purpose of grinding Lawnmowers, which does the
work perfectly.
If you will favor us with your
patronage, we guarantee to give you back the
Mower in better cutting condition . than the
day you
it.
be
will
It
bought
sharp, and stay sharp longer
than the old style way, which is usually done
by
workmen With a file or on an emery wheel.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues-

day of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac AppeL
cordially invited.
President; Charles Greenclay,

.J-

-

516.518 DOUGLAS AVENUE

,

wmmmmmmmi
SANITARY
NOTICE

SfeWER

TO CONTRACTORS

50 manholes, complete.
12 single flush tanks, complete.
All plans, profiles, specifications,
instructions to bidders and blank
are on file and may be seen
in the office of the city clerk. Blank
proposals, upon which all bids must
be made, will be furnished on request; copies of plans and specifications can be had upon the payment
of five dollars to the city clerk, to
whom all inquiries should be address-

GROSS, KELLY

pro-"posa-

Sealed proposals addressed to the
city clerk, East Las Vegas, N. M., and
marked "Proposals for Sanitary Sew
er," will be received by the city council of the City of Las Vegas, New
Mexico, at the office of the undersign
ed until 4 o'clock p. m.,' May 17th,
1911, for furnishing all materials for
and constructing a sanitary sewer in
a certain portion of the said city of
Las Vegas, comprising approximately
the following:
ATTORNEYS
vitrified
19,750 lineal feet of
Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A. Hunker pipe sewer. ,
vitrified
3,350 lineal feet of
HUNKER & HUNKER
sewer.
pipe
Attorneys at Law
h
vitrified
lOu lineal feet of
Las Vegas
New Mexico pipe sewer- h

ed.

( Inooporatad)

WHOLESALE OROOERS

aad Dealers In
WOOL. HIDES and PELTS

,

Each bid must be accompanied by
a certified check for the sum of five
hundred dollars, made payable to
"Chas. Tamme, City Clerk."
The council reserves the right to
reject any' or all bids.
By order of the city council.
CHAS. TAMME,
April 12, 1911.

& GO,

BAIN WAGONS

RACINE VEHICLES-"affne- "oS

SEVEN HOUSES
'

East Las Vegas, N M Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari
N M
N. M-- ,
Carona,

Rowe, N. M., Pecos. N.

Trinidad, Colorado

M

.

Clerk.
3&M

II
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PRESIDENT VISITS
NEW YORK THE
COMINGWEEK
WILL ATTEND THE DEDICATION
OF CATHEDRAL OF 8T.
JOHN
Washington, April

15.

President

Taft baa been Invited by the trustees
of the Cathedral of St John the Divine In Nw York City to attend the
consecration and formal opening of
the completed portions of the great
edifice next Wednesday. The event
is to be made the occasion for Imposing ceremonies in which the participants will include Governor Dix,
Mayor Gaynor, prominent clergymen
of all denominations, as well as public officials and well known men in
many walks of life- The alleged wholesale buying of
votes in Hendricks county, Illinois,
is expected to receive further atten
tion when the grand jury assembles
in Danville Monday to resume its in-vestlgatlon. The indictment on
perjury charge of E. X. Leseuer,
of
Cannon, is said
to be scheduled as one of the most
the grand
pressing matters before
jury.
An event of international Interest
will take place at Annapolis Tuesday,
when, under the auspices of the National Society of the Sons of the
Revolution, a monument to the memory of French soldiers and sailors who
gave their lives In the struggle for
American independence is to be unveiled on the campus of St. John's
college.
A monument designed by Coppinl
and erected by the state of Texas to
the memory of Sam Houston is to be
in
unveiled at the patriot's grave
Huntsville, Tex., Friday, which will
be the anniversary of the battle of
San Jacinto.
America's first missionary exposition
under the auspices of the combined
missionary socletltlee of the United
States,' will be opened in Boston on
CotiiTdav ti
wu.uu, - svtfitfniiA for atia month.
The affair will comprise exhibits of
all the missionary fields of the world,
1

son-in-la-

also a great musical pageant in which
several thousand persons will take
.
part.
(
The Interstate Commerce Commis
sion has fixed Wednesday as the date
for beginning
its Investigation of
rates on import traffic, west bound
from New York, Boston, Philadelphia
and Baltimore.
The brilliant series of artistic and
social functions that will mark the
coronation season in London will be
ushered in Saturday night with the
opening of the season of grand opera
at Oovent Garden.
His Excellency Earl Grey is expected to preside at the formal opening of the National Art Gallery of
Ths
Canada in Ottawa Thursday.
opening is to be made the occasion
of an elaborate public ceremony.
notable
conventions are
Many
scheduled for the week. Among those
of general interest will be the continental congress of the Society of the
Daughters of the American Revolution
and the general meeting of the Sons
of the American Revolution, both to
be held In Washington; the council
meeting of the General Federation
of Women's Clubs, in Memphis; the
biennial national convention of the
Y. M. C. A., in Indianapolis; the Con
ference for Eduction in the South, In
Jacksonville; the general meeting of
the American Philosophical Society,
in Philadelphia, and the annual meeting of the National Academy of Sci
ence, in Washington.
SMOTHERED
C Mrs. Augusta Lo-raax, of this place, writes: "I had
smothering spells ,every day, so bad
that I expected death at any time. I
could not sit up in bed. I suffered
from womanly troubles. My nerves
were unstrung. I had almost given
up all hope of ever being better. 1
tried Cardui, and it did me more
good than anything I had ever taken.
I am better now than I ever expected to be." Thousands of ladles have
written similar letters, telling of the
the merits of Cardui. It relieved their
headache, backache and misery, Just
as It will relieve yours, if you will
let it. Try.
NEARLY
Chandler, N.

GOOD BASEBALL

DANDELION PEST

IS DIFFICULT TO
STAMP OUT
AFTER BEING DUG UP FLOWERS
WILL BLOSSOM AND GO
TO SEED
If a cat has nine lives, how many
lives has a dandelion?
This is a question that has been
propounded to the agricultural editor
of The Optic. Jn following this interesting subject and securing evidence it has been discovered that so
far as the dandelion is concerned
there is no death. It is the emblem
or should be, of immortality. The
story of the hoop snake, which when
cut into several pieces, each piece
became a separate snake, isn't in it
with the dandelion. One of the teachers In the city schools who testi-e- d
in the Investigation says that the
boys In her school dug up a bushel
of dandelions and a few days after
she found them In a pile blossoming
like a new blown nose, while others
were scattering anything else but
seeds of kindness, but they were seeds
that will bring forth dandelions galore.
There is no advice in the case of
dandelions more to the point than
that of the man who received word
from the undertaker that his mother-in-lawas dead in a distant city
and asked what disposition to make
of her remains, whether he would
prefer to have the body embalmed,
buried or cremated, and he replied:
"Take no chances; embalm, bury and
cremate." The only thing to do with
a dandelion Is to burn it or eat it,
and if you do the latter don't drink
any water for a week or it is liable
to grow. One man who disposed of
dandelions in the latter manner said
that a few days after he could see
the dandelions growing through the
pains in his stomach. Swat the

MATERIAL

Harper Harmon, who pitched for the
Maroons last summer, has secured a
position as a machinist In the Santa
Fe shops. He is working on the night
Bhift and will be able to play with
the team this summer. Few better
twlrlers ever stood on 'the local
mound than Harper Harmon. He will
prove a strong man in the Maroons'
line-up- .
In the person of McGee,
Santa Fe dispatcher, the Maroons
second
have secured a cracker-Jac- k
baseman and a strong hitter. McGee
last season pitched for Evansville in
the Three I league. His pitching arm
is not, what it used to be, but he can
whip the ball across the diamond and
field hot grounders and liners like a
big leaguer. McGee has assured Mau
ager Simpklns his1 services are at the
disposal of the local club. Manager
Simpklns welcomed him with open
arms.
BALL TUESDAY

BIG

Next Tuesday night, April 18, at
the armory, the Las Vegas lodge of
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Englnemen will give its annual ball. The dance promises to be
the biggest event socially since the
E Romero's ball. Music will be
furnished by a special orchestra, the
decorations of the armory will be
very elaborate, and the firemen will
entertain their friends royally. Tickets
are 1 a couple and can be bad from
members of the lodge or at most of
'
the stores. Indications are that the
armory will be filled to capacity at
Tuesday evening's affair.'

BIG ATHLETIC
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TWO DAYS OF SPORT

D

IUSEHT Pffl
Sunday, Jlpril 16
Monday, Jlpril 17
Horse Racing, Baseball, Broncho

w

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
"They say he's always dignified."
BROMO Quinine
"He is- Even at a baseball game Take LAXATIVE
GROVE'S
W.
E.
cure.
falls
to
was
he'd rather admit that the umpire
Druggists refund money if it
right than make a scene." Detroit
ture Is on each box. 26c.
Free Press.
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How's ThlsT
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, hare known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable la all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of ' the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75c per
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

Busting, Etc.

Admission, 25 Cts
mm

In cases of rheumatism relief from
pain makes sleep and rest possible.
This may be obtained by applying
Chamberlain's Liniment. For sale by
all druggists.
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DUNCAN OPERA HO U BE
MONDAY, APRIL 17th
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A SCREAMING FARCE IN FOUR ACTS

A.
Christopher Colt, Jr
Christopher Colt, Sr.;
flajor Hedway..
Bert Bellaby

STAR CA.ST

N

Orrin Blood
..Lawrence Clark
......Leo Tipton

r

..

...

Ed- -

McWenie

Charles Trumbull
Henry Hipsch

Mr. Glib .
Mr. Swanson

Presented by the Park Board

Tickets 25c, 50c,

$1.00

Job

:

Dora
Nellie

..

Colt....;.;;...,.

..."

nrs- -

Qb

slmPer

Mary Tipton
'.

nrs. Colt....

John Condon

firs. ArtlessTrumbull
Helen Cunningham

r.....;

.'

MaryCoora
Rachael Ward

Proceeds to Go Towards Payment of Debt

Iist Suspended
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Thousands of dollars worth ol the smartest and most distinguished lot of men's clothing and furnishings will be placed on sale at from "4
Never
of all kinds.
included. Many new goods arriving daily. New Clothing, Hew Shoesat suchNew Furnishings
Everything
these five days.
for
offer
we
as
merchandise
prices
before in Las jVegas have people had Jhe opportunity of buying new,

and

te

Sale Commences Saturday, April 15th, Cloaca Wednesday Evening, April Wilt
fJlen'o
Furnishings

El en'a Suits
To wear clothes distinctively is a blessing with which all men have not been

r

fav-

Never

ored, but Is Quite possible, indeed very

DRESS

DISTINCTION

YORK

Hun-

TIES, COLLARS, BELTS, HOSE and mens

TINCTIVE styles.
ALFRED

n;n's furnishings. '

dreds of dozens of the NEW SHIRTS, NEW

DIS-

by wearing

a

before have we shown such

beautiful line of

easy, for our men and young men to gain

i

wear of all kinds have arrived in past few

BENJAMIN

&

in style

are authentio

CLOTHES

days.

NEW

CO'S

and they are tailored in a manner which

Special Five Day
Prices on All

insures their giving splendid service.

11.25 and $1.50 Shirts

Special Prices on
All New Spring
Suite for Five
Days

SO

SUITS

for SS23.BO

$25

SUITS

for SW.50

5

95c

and $1.50 Underwear.

11.25

95c

75c Underwear

45c

50o Underwear

29c

......

75o Ties
50o Ties

50c

.'

35c

75o Belts

55c

50c Belts

35c

Complete Lino
New Wash Ties

$20) SUITS for $12.50

Shoes ife are Sole Agents for Iron Clad Hose
We are Sole Agents for Walk-Ov- er
A'Guarantee thai beats them all
For You and for Us
The New
ffCf WALK- - OVER
Hats are Here
Walk-Ove-

r

Shoes are the best shoes for

you to buy and for us to sell because,
"ONCE A WALKOVER
WEARER, AL-

SHOES

WAYS

A WALKOVER

WEARER."

See

1

The Heighth of Style.
High Toe, High Arch
!

And

High1

All $3.50 Shoes.

2.35
1.85

Heel

Walk-Ove- rs

All $4.00 Hots for
All $3.50 Hats

AH

$4.00

We Will

Hanan & Sons $6.00 and $7.00
.
Shoes for $4.63

for

m

2.35

All $2.50

Hats for

1.85

IN ALL THE NEW
Black,

Navy,

Maroone,

jQfmsf

$5.00
Grades

amy

w

AKt

'r

u iu Dt rnCE FROM OEftCTS

37JOSEPH. MCH.

Tan,

Doing

Purple,

Gray, Helithrope

Price 25c Per Pair

Regular 15c and 20c Hose, . Tan and

$4.50
-

to outwIA

Iron Clad Hose

2.85

Hats for

thcm

...,,,.

COOPER, WELLS &CO

$3.35

AH $3.00

I

nauetorciMLir oi rcuiNu (he use oF a.
iourpi larn spun rrom the best
SEA ISLAND COTTON

we Guarantee

Sell

nau;

.STV F Nio iqb
The HEELS and TOES of these SOCKS
ere;

J

$2.35

$3.00 Shoes

1

!

For Five Days Only For Five Days
All

SM1

1

Have You Seen Them?

All $4.00 Shoes

jv.

In Stetsons are beauties

spring Oxfords in our window.

Model for Men.

r--

The new Polo and WAKEFIELD Styles

the point? You will If yon see the new

HERE'S THE LIMIT

o

.

r

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEKIGO.

